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THE SPEAKER: No; I do not think so.
MR. LEAKE: There are words in my

motion concerning this colony's joining
the federation as an original State.

THE SPEAKER: I really forget for the
moment what the words of the petition
were. However, I do not think they will
make such a material alteration as not to
make the two motions the same question.

Mn. LnAn: But, sir, pardon me. There
is a petition which has been presented to
Parliament, wvhich must be dealt with.

THtE SPEAKER: The petition is dealt
with on your motion.

MR. lEASKE:. Well, sir, that motion
has been rejected. The only question is
a question of division. I would not
withdraw the petition. The Rouse must
get it off the Notice Paper in the ordinary
way; that is, by putting it from the
Chair, aye or no. Then any member has
a right to speak to the question.

,THE SPEAiKER: But a similar question
cannot be decided twice in the Hlouse:
that is the Parliamentary rule. However,
I do not k-now exactly what can be done
now in the circumstances. The House
has divided on the two motions. It was
probably my fault for allowing the second
division to take place, but that division
havTing taken place I cannot see any
remedy for it.

THE PREMIER: It is a trick of the
member for Albany.

Mn. LEAKE: That is what they Say to
28,000 people.

THE PREMIER: That is. your trickery.

ADJOURNTMENT.
THE PREMIER: A& there seemed to

be a desire on the part of several mem-
hers to visit Albany for the purpose of
witnessing the departure of the military
contingent for the Transvaal, and as it
was necessary to give time for the return
of these members in order to ensure a
quorum when the House reassembled, he
moved that the House at its rising do
adjourn until Tuesday next.

Motion put and passed.
The House adjourned at 10 minutes

past 10 o'clock until the next Tuesday.

Tuesdtt, 7th November, 1899.

Papers Presented - Petition: Land Legislation -
Question: Telephone Wires ad Electric Tram.
ways-Motion: Government Business, precedence-
Motion: Leave of Absence - Iotion: Draft
commnonwealth Bill, Jit Committee's Recoin.
niendations, dea, ninth day, adjournment
tDfrision) - Annual Estimates, Committee of
Supply, Treasury to Aborigines Votes passed.
progross-Adjonrunent.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at
4-30 o'clock, p.m.

PRAYERS.

PAPERS PRESENTED.

By the COUDnn8sloNEa oF RknLwArs:
Plan showing lines to be constructed
under proposed City of Perth Tramways
Amendment Bill.

By the PREMIER: Return (ordered on
motion by Mr. Vosper) showing the
Revenue and Expenditure of the colony
north of the Murchison River from 1891
to 1899, inclusive. He said the return
had been prepared by the Treasury, but
the details could not be taken to be more
than approximate.

Paperis ordered to lie on the table.

PETITION-LAND LEGISLATION.

MRt. JAMES1) presented a petition front
Phillip Kyle and others, praying for leave
to introduce a private Bill intituled an
Act to amend the Land Act, 1898.

Petition received.

QUESTION-TELEPHONE WIRES AND
ELECTRIC TRAMWAYS.

Mn. WOOD asked the Premier, What
steps are being taken to remedy the
inconvenience caused to the Subscribers
of the telephone service since the starting
of the Perth electric tramwaysF

THE PREMIER: The Law Depart-
mont and the Tramway Company are
having a conference in regard to this
matter. A good many telephones have
had the metallic circuit completed, and
the defect has to a6 large extent been
obviated. The only way to overcome the
difficulty will be to have A the tele-
phones near to the tramiways completed
into a metadlic. circuit.

[ASSEMBLY.] Telephones, Perth.
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MOTION-GOVERNMENT BUSINESS,
PRECEDENCE.

THE PREMIER moved:
That Government business take precedence

of a&U other business for the remainder of th6
session.
There was no desire whatever to unduly
interfere with the business of private
members, and he would be glad to do all
in his power to facilitate any business of
importance, by conferring with members
or with the leader of the Opposition.
But the time had arrived when Govern-
mnent business should have the first
place. This was not unusual : it was
done every year towards the end of the
session, and lbe thought the motion would
meet with the favourable consideration
of hon. members.

Question put and passed.

MOTION-LEAVE 01' ABSENCE.
On motion by MR. ILLINOWOETH,

further leave of absence for one fortnight
was granted to the member for Planta-
genet (Mr. Hassell), on the ground of
urgent pnivate business.

MWOTTON -DRAFT COMMONWEALTH
BILL. JOINT COMITTEE'S RECOM-
MENDATIONS.

NINTH DAY OP DEBATE.

Debate resumed from 2nd November,
on motion by the PREMIER (5th October)
for referring to electors the Bill as
amended at the Conference of Premiers,
and the Bill ais amended in the Joint
Committee's report.

Amendment -(Mr. Wilson's) hiavig
been negatived at the previous sitting,
the main question was further debated.

TaE ATTORNEY GENERAL (Hon.
R. W. Pennefather): The Bill under
which the delegates from this Parliament
attended the Federal Convention to help
to frame the Commonwealth Constitu-
tion was passed on the 27th October,
1896, and the 28th Section of the
Enabling Act provides that the draft
Constitution, as gnally adopted by the
Convention, if approved by Parliament,
shall be submitted to the decision of the
electors for the Legislative Assembly of
Western Australia by their vote. The
Federal Bill at present before the House
is not the Bill as drafted by the Conven-
tion, but the Bill as agreed to by the
Premiers of the various colonies; and I

doubt very much whether, according to
the language of the section I have quoted,
the procedure we are about to follow is
correct. The House has express power
to deal with the Bill so framed by the
Convention, but there is no power given
to consider the Bill as framed by the
Premiers.

MR. LEAnE: That argument is obso-
lete.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: I do
not know that the argument is obsolete.
The procedure set down in the Enabling
Act is that the Bill must be brought
before Parliament, and, if approved, sent
on to the electors.

MR. ILLINGWORTH: It is only a niatter
of a penny stamp.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: That
may be so, but to my mind arises the
question how far the opinions that have
been expressed, that this Bill should be
remitted at once to the electors, is correct.
It is quite clear, I think, even to the most
extreme federalist, that this Bill must be
considered and approved by Parliament
before being sent on to the people. I
have heard it frequently said that people
imagine that Parliament, by giving this
Bill any consideration at all, without
remitting it at once to the electors, are
taking away rights given to the people by
the Enabling Act.

MR. tunxE: No, no.
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: That

cannot be so, and therefore I take it the
Bill deserves the greatest consideration
this House can possibly bestow upon it.
The next point to which I wish to draw
attention is that the object of sending
delegates to the Convention was to help
to framne the Commonwealth Bill, and, no
doubt, to get the best terms for the
colonies from which the delegates came.

How. H. W. VuNv: For all the
colonies.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: Each
delegate had, first of all, theduty to his
own colony-that was his first and para-
mount duty : then of course he had a
further duty to see that the other colonies
got fair-play, and that no colony obtained
an advantage Over another. It must not
be supposed for a moment that because
we sent delegates to the Convention we
are bound by the action of those dele-
gates. Parliament certainly is not hound,
although I have heard the contrary
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opinion expressed on the floor of the
House.

MR. LnxxE: No.
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: Yes;

that opinion has been expressed on the
floor of the House during this debate,
adthe further opinion has been expressed

that Parliament is bound by the action
of one of the delegates, namely the
Premier. But I take it that is al-
together foreign to the intention of the
Enabling Act and of this House. The
intention was mainly to give power only
to the delegates to help to frame a Bill,
reserving to Parliament the right of con-
sidering whether that Bill should be
accepted or rejected: therefore to say that
when we sent delegates we were precluded
from disputing what was done is a fal-
lacious argument. It has been pointed
out during this debate, and was pointed
out very cogently indeed by delegates
who were present at the last Convention,
that this colony in particular would, by
joining federation, suffer more than any
other colony. To compensate the colony
for that loss, which is said to be inevit-
able, it is proposed that Western Aus-
tralia, shall have, so to speak, the right to
continue the present customs duties,
reducing them on a sliding scale by 20
per cent. per annum, for five years. It
has been pointed out, and not challenged,
that when this proposal is considered
carefully, instead of being a benefit to
the colony, it would work to the utter
disorganisation of our commercial system.
We may make up our minds at once
that the concession is not to be looked
upon as favourable to the colony,
but that the colony would be better off if
this concession w~ere refused, titan if it
were accepted. The conditiou of this
colony is of course beyond question.
Three-fourths of our revenue are entirely
derived from the customs ; but, under
intercolonial free-trade, nearly two-thirds
of that revenue would be absolutely
swept away. The member for Central
Murchison (Mr. Illingworth) shakes his
head in disapproval.

MR. ILLINOWOETH: Not two-thirds.
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: Two-

thirds of the duties we collect through
the customs would, by the operation of
intercolonial free-trade, be certainly lost
to the colony.

MR. TLLINGwoRTH: Not quite one-
third.

THE: ATTORNEY GENERAL: But
how are we going to compensate for the
loss of even one-third of the revenue,
taking the hon. member's own figures-
how is that revenue to be raised? To
develop a country like this, there must be
revenue, and if our customs be taken
away, what is left ? We are told there
will be left the privilege of taxing
property, taxing incomes, and that,, if
pushed to it, we might induce the Com-
missioner of Railways to increase freights
and fares so as to raise more revenue.
But, even from all these sources, I doubt
whether we would be able to raise suffi-
cient revenue to compensate for what
would be lost under intercolonial free-
trade. And then look how the community
would be handicapped; for how could we
ask people to settle on the land, if we
straightway taxed the laud ? The effect
of intercolonial free-trade would be to
take away our local market; and
once the local market is destroyed, it
will be seen how few people will come
from the Eastern colonies, from which the
bulk of the settlers have ahready come.
In fact, I have heard it stated by the
Commissioner of Crown Lands that since
this discussion has assumed an ac-tive
form in the House, there has been a
marked falling off in the applicants for
Crown lands; and that gives a small
indication of what we may expect. When
federation does come about, we will see no
increase of population from the East: they
will have good markets open to them
there, with just as good a country and
just as good a climate as in the West.
The reason that has induced farmers to
come to the West is not the climate or
the soil, but the advantage of the local
market. I would Like to ask bon. mnem-
bers this question, which has been asked
in various forms: how would federation
affect our industries ? The labours of
the Joint Select Committee on this sub-
ject have done much t6 enlighten not only
the members of this House, but every
member of the community. It has been
shown that directly we have federation,
the manufactures here will either be
closed up or become so crippled as to be
unprofitable. The great object aimed at
nowadays in the manufacture of articles,
is organisation and cheap production.
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This is brought about by concentrating
factories where there is a large work-iag
population, and from where the manu-
facturrers can operate on markets at a
distance, because water carriage is so
cheap as to be no impediment to trade.
Federation will have the effect un-
doubtedly of nipping in the bud the
nascent industries of this colony. On
this subject hon. members have made
caustic observations, to the effect that
the labours of the Committee have
been, so to speak, in vain. In my opinion
the labours of the Committee have done
much good, and the members of that
body deserve well of the community, be-
cause they called evidence both from those
in favour of federation and those against
it, and the bulk of the evidence was over-
whelming against the adoption of federa-
tion, if we want to maintain protection
for our nascent industries. As regards
agriculture, federation would place us in
a very awkward dilemmra, because we
would be hit at from both ends. First
the market would be tat-en away, and
secondly labour would become scarce and
necessarily dear, so that the unfortunate
farmer would be placed in the position of
having no local market, and having to
buy the products from the other side'
where labour is muc-h cheaper, and the
soil just as good, if not better than ours.
If the agriculturist wanted to cultivate in
competition, he would haveto contend with
the plenitude of cheap labour which exists
in the Eastern colonies of Australia.
The next question that I desire to place
before the House is one which really goes
to the root of whether we shall Lave
federation or not in Western Australia,
and it is this: is this colony ripe for the
adoption of federation ? In order to
arrive at a true judgment on that ques-
tion, one will have to consider the state
of the Eastern colonies, their develop-
ment their progress, and their popula-
tions; because there is not the slightest
doubt that if we enter federation, com-
petition in trade, keen as it is now, will
become even keener afterwards. Those
of us who have come from the Eastern
colonies must have noticed the large, I.
might say huge, mnanufactories that have
been established there. We have found
from experience that in order to under-
sell or to produce cheaply it is necessary
to have large establishments, which can

be conducted more economically than
smaller establishments at distances from
each other; therefore you will find that
uinder the Commonwealth the manufac-
tories will be located in two or three
principal cities in the East, and in this
colony and some of the other smaller
colonies firms will have merely branches
for distributing the articles so pro-
duced. During 'the last few years
many of the branches of these large
inanufactories have been established in
this city. We have noticed recently
that there is a marked feeling of unrest
amongst the people employed in manit.
factories here. lUnder the Common-
wealth, instead of labour being employed
here and engaged at a higher price than
in the Eastern colonies, things already
manufactured will be sent here from the
Eastern colonies. Federation will prac-
tically mean to this colony a loss in its
manufacturing industries and a corre-
sponding loss in its population. The colo-
nies of Victoria, South Australia, and
Queensland have all developed their indus-
tries under a very heavy system of pro-
tection. They have brought them up to
that pitch that those colonies have become
exporters.

MRs. OATS: What about New South
WalesP

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: New
South Wales has not developed its inu-
factunIs under protection. New South
Wales is the mother colony, and the first
colony which had a large population. It
has always been in touch with the old
world, and has had practically the whole
trade of the Pacific at its doors. It
possesses natural facilities which the other
colonies have not, having, I suppose, the
best land in Australia, whilst its coal
cannot be equalled by that of any of the
other colonies. Withl all these advant-
ages it needs no grotection to stimulate
its industries or their development. With
these natural advantages New South
Wales has practically hitherto dominated
the whole of this continent, and under the
Commonwealth it will continue to domi-
nate. It has the population and wealth
paramount to that of any other colony, and,
as I have just remarked, it possesses advan-
tageous natural facilities of soil, climate
and geographica position. Of course a
colony like New South Wales need have no
fear of entering into federation with any
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of the other colonies. Infact that absence
of f6ar has been rather brutally expressed
by the late Premier of that colony, Mr.
Reid, who whilst on his campaign, with a
view of inducing people to vote in favour
of thle Bill, illustrated the effect New
South' Wales would have upon the other
colonies by speaking of what would hap-
pen if a terrier were put into a, room with
five small kittens: it did not need the
spirit of prophecy to know which would
become fat first. That was the senti-
ment expressed, not, mind you, by an
obscure member of Parliament, but by
the Premier of the colony at that time.
He was appealing to the selfish instincts
of his audience, and are we to expect
those selfish instincts will disappear when
we have federation ? I rather think it
will be the other way round, and that if
those people find the~y have the power to
squeeze the small kittens, meaning the
other colonies, they will do so. Again, I
ask members to reflect whether we are to
lightly part with the privilege of manag-
ing our own affairs in our own way; in
other words, to part with that which is
esteemed by the country from which some
of us have come as the one thing wanting
to make it happy-home rule ? Yet
we are asked to surrender that without
any guarantees or pledges whatever. The
conditions which obtain in the Eastern
colonies in many respects are wanting
as regards this. First we have the
colonies in groups, like South Australia,
Victoria and 'New South Wales, co-
termious, in constant interconmmunica-
tion with eachi other, strong trade rela-
tions being established between thent;
and, what is more, the disputes daily.
arising with reference to the riparian
rights on the rivers which divide these
countries, and the strong efforts that
have been made from time to'time by each
colony to take away the trade of its
sister colonies, In a war of railway
tariffs which has hitherto existed between
Victoria and New South Wales, for the
last 15 years Victoria, by stretching its
railways quickly to the border, enticed
the traffic. from across the border, and
has managed, practically against the
whole force of New South Wales, to keep
that traffic, too. flow? By granting
such concessions as would appear almost
incredible. In order to secure the traffic
on the north-east portion of the

Riverina, the Victorian Government
actually offered as much as 60 per cent.
rebate on freights. Of course the object
was, having secured the freight one way,
to send goods hack at the same rate at
which thle imports came. In other words,
where the wool came from the stores went
to, and New South Wales, handicapped.
as she was by having built a railway 500
miles to tap that country, found she
could. not compete with Victoria, except
by carrying the thiings. al most for nothing.
This explains the state of things exist-
ing between Victoria and New South
Wales. The two colonieswere practically
beggaring each other in order to secure
this traffic. It was a high old. time for
the lpeople of Riverina, who had their
goods conveyed at a6 rate they never will
have them taken at again, I reckon, and
no doubt as long as it lasted it did them
some good. But as regards these two
States, if ever an estimate is made of the
amount of public money squandered in
getting that traffic, it will simply astonish
you. Then we had the action of Victoria
in placing duties upon stock coming
from New South Wales, which- raised a
very angry feeling and engendered a
very ua-neighbourly spirit in New South
Wales; in fact, so much so that members
will have noticed that, in the discussions

.which lately ensued at the Convention,
the recollection of those days had such
an effect upon the delegates as almost to
put them on fighting terms with each
other. The Victorian delegatesi even
went so far on one occasion, when dis-
cussing the Inter-State Commission, as
almost to threaten to withdraw altogether
from the Convention, if the representa-
tives of New South Wales persisted in
trying to obtain the advantage over this
Riverina traffic which they thought that
colony fairly entitled to. But I suppose
that, actuated by the feeling that it was
far better to compromise and for both
countries to come to an amicable under-
standing than to indulge in these ruinous
rates, they became friends. Of course in
the consideration of this Bill, which is
such a gigantic subject in itself that no
one member or half a dozen inenibers
could sufficiently expound it to do justice
either to himself or themselves, or the Bill,
I take it that each member who addresses
the House will devote himself to some
particular point in the Bill, and by that

[ASSEMBLY.] and Itnendments.
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means we may get the whole of the collec-
tive wisdom of the House devoted to the
question, and by the debates which are
published we may hope to open the eyes
of the electors, so that they shall know
the gravity of' the situation when the Bill
appears before them, if it does go to them.
As far as I can see, the Bill creates prac-
tically a fresh parliamentary machine to
do the work that is already being done by
our own Constitution. What material
advantage will this colony gain from thate
To start with, is it an advantage to trans-
fer the imanagemient of our own affairs
from ourselves, who live on the spot and
are identified with the country in every
way, being in touch with it from one end
of the week to the other? Is it likelythat the affairs of this country will be
better administered when the administra-
tion is transferred to a Government
situated over 2,000 miles from hereP We
know that even in our own case the fric-
tion that has from time to time taken
place on the goldfields is due principally
to the fact that the people on the gold-
fields live such a distance from us, being
400 miles away. That very distance,
though bridged over by a railway, helps
to create that alien spirit between those
people and the people on the coast. It
helps to give to people at that distance
an opportunity, I might say, of misre-
presenting their fellow-men on this
side of the colony. People there read
only the local Press. The bulk of
the pe~ple there never do read out-
side it. Their ideas are concentrated
upon what they read, and they see no
other side of the question, the result
being that this feeling has grown up
which is to be deplored. It is simply by
reason of the distance which separates
the goldfields from the coast. I ask if
that feeling is going to be improved when
we transfer the seat of Government, not
to a. distance of 400 miles, but to one of
2,000 milesP

A MEMaBER: How will it be on the
question of miningP

THE; ATTORNEY GENERAL:
Mining is only a subsidiary question in
the consideration of this Bill, although it
is no doubt a very important industry.
Here we are suffering, as I have remarked,
from the distance between the gold-
fields and this part of the colony,
because we are attempting to legislate

for men 400 miles up the country.
The goldfields people have, rightly or
wrongly, got into their heads the idea
that we do not know their wants, seeing
that we on the coast are distant from them
400 miles, and they have the idea that the
goldfields and their interests never occupy
our thoughts. When those ideas once
get into people's heads, and are fanned
into flame from day to day by a Press
which is constantly harping on the sub-
ject, what other feeling can be expected
in the minds of the goldfields population
than that which we now find-a feeling
almost of estrangement, at all events
amongst a certain class of these people ?
Therefore, I repeat if it be so now, what

w ill be the state of things hereafter, when
the administration of the affairs of the
goldfields will be entrusted to a, Govern-
ment over 2,000 miles awayP

HoN. H. W. VENN: There will still be
local government.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: Local
government will not affect the 39 sub-
heads in Clause 51 of the Commonwealth
Bill.

HON. H. W. VENN: The Common-
wealth Government will have nothing to
do with mining.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: There
are 39 snb-heads in Clause 51 of the Bill
specifying matters which the Federal
Parliament, if so inclined, may take over
and manage exclusively. These sub-
heads practically embrace all the import-
ant subjects upon which this House has

Ihitherto been engaged: in other words,
the Bill practically provides that this
Legislature will be deprived, by the with-
drawal of these important subjects from
its consideration, of the privilege and
prestige of a national Legislature, and
be made a mere local council.

ciR.it VospER: A magnified mmi-

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: A
magnified municipality; and the situation
really becomes piteous when thought of.
I suppose we do not value sell-govern-
ment very highly, because we have never
suffered the loss of it; but when our gov-
erment was administered from Down-
ing Street, as my right lion. colleague
reminds me, then of course we had no
responsible government, and even then
our people complained of the adminis-
tration. But we have had responsible
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government for the last nine years; and
yet, though we have barely appr-eciated
the importance of the privilege, are we so
soon to part with that privilege, and to
transfer it to a power Situated over 2,000
miles away? Distance does a lot in a
community: it helps to alienate feelings
which other-wise would not be alienated;
and the further we separ-ate the adminis-
tration from the people, the mor-e difficult
will it be to carry on the government and
to keep in touch with the people. I shall
put a question to hon. members, and
particularly to hon. members who are
termed "federalists at any price'"

MR. ILINGOOTH: Who are they ?
MR. A. FORRuEST: Yourself.
MR. ILLINoWOnRT: There are none.
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: Can-

didly I say that I do not for one moment
think the member for Central Murchison
(Mr. Illingworth) is a federalist at any
price. I honestly believe that if the haln.
member would only give utteranice to his
secret and innermost thoughts on this
subject, he would support the position I
am taking up to-night. [SEVERAL MFM-
HERS: Rear, hear.] But unfortunately
we are not all free agents: we are subject
to external influences. I understand and
appreciate the situation; I know the
difficulty in which some hon. members
are placed; and T sympathise with them
because they occupy a most invidious
position.

MR. ILLINGWOILTH: Why invidious?
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: They

have their duty to their electors; they
have made promises which they must
keep; but they know in their hearts that
federation is not for the good of the
country.

MRt. hvrsoGwowRa: My electors are
against federation.

THE PREMIER: No, no.
MR. ILLINOWOETH: Every newspaper

in my district is against federation.
MRt. A. FORREST: Why do you not

agree with them ?
MRt. GEORGE : Because he has a con-

science.
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: Will

the surrender of our home rule, will the
giving up of the rights and privileges
which we have hitherto possessed under
responsible government, do good to this
countryF1

MRt. ILLINGWORTH : Should we be
giving them up if we federated ?

T1nE ATTORNEY GENERAL:
Those who ask us to alter our Constitu-
tion must be ])repared to meet the ques-
tion: What reason do y oul urge, what
arguments do you advance, in support of
this change in the Constitution V The
onus of proof lies upon those who wish to
force federation on this counti-y ; and at
every turn of this debate I would ask hon.
members to keep that test before their
eyes. Let ius

Bather bear those ills we have
Than fly to others that we know not of.
ME. GEORGE: Is that Shakespeare?
THE PREMIER: Yes.
THE ATTORNEY- GENERAL:

When people ask us to change our consti-
tution, let us ask them whether what
they are going to give us in exchange is
for the welfare or the prosperity of this
community. So far as one canI under-
stand what is said in favour of federation,
we are constantly being told that the alati-
federal arguments are brushed aside.
Each member of Parliament is told,
"Let this Bill go to the people: your
duty as a representative or as a member
of Parliament is to send the Bill to the
people, and to let the people decide." I
do not know how many lion, members
take up that position; but it is radically
wrong. Every member of this Chamber
must accept the responsibility of the
position he occupies.

MR. GEORGE: Some of themi do not
feel it.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: Upon
each member there is thrown, under the
Constitution, the duty of determining for
his electors whether this change will be
for good or evil; and it would be a sorry
day in the administration of responsible
government if we found members of
Parliament treating this subject so lightly
as to pass it on to the people without
first taking the responsibility of deter-
mining whether the change would or
would not be for the better. It is useless
to tell us that we must trust the federa-
tion, trust the Commonwealth, and that
all will be well. Such language is not
calculated to appeal to one's reason, nor
to thiose feelings which we know are
uppermost in the mind of every man in
this Assembly, where we have to con-
sider, not only our .twn stake iii the issue,
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bitt the stake of those in the community
whom we represent. May we lightly
mnake such important, such radical and
fundamental changes as these, in such
a slipshod and easy manner? And
while on this subject, I may say that the
Constitution of Canada, when adopted by
the Dominion, was not put to the people
by a referendum, as is here proposed.

MR. VosPERi Canada tried about
four or five methods of federation before
trying its present system.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: Itn
Canada the question was discussed right
and left, and the people's representatives
there took upon themselves the responsi-
bility of deciding the matter.

THE PREmIER: So they should have
done here.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: And
I do not understand why thle same is not
done in this colony. When I read the
debates at the Federal Conventions, and
find thle names of men like Mr. Barton,
who is a constitutionalist of the very
first water, one of the ablest men, I
suppose, in Australia, who has the
facts of history at, his fingers' ends,
and who is thoroughly acquainted with
the mneanis by which the Canadian
Constitution "'as adopted, lain astonished
thatsucha statesman should have helpedto
frame the machinery for thle referendum
to the people. His motive for so doing
passes my comprehension. As bl.
members are aware, throughout the whole
period during which the British Constitu-
tion has existed, there is no instance of a
referendum being even suggested: not
only was it never practised, but it was not
even suggested. Of course the referendum
is very old: it is as old as the hills; but
one of the few instances of its use in a,
civilised State wvhich I can recollect
was the custom of ostracism in ancient
Athens.

MR. VosPER: Was not the witena-
gemote of the Saxons something like a
referendum ?

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: Then
in Rome, under the Comitia, there was a
referendum; but historians are agreed
that in those ancient times the system
answered very well simply because the
conmmunities which habitually adopted it
were, comparatively speaking, small: their
interests were narrow, and the people had
not to face the dangers which some of us,

unfortunately, have now to grapple with
and to labour under-considerations so
vast that on many occasions it is really a
subject in itself to know where a question
ends and where it begins. The first time
the referendum is mentioned in modem
politics-if the state of affairs in question
can be dignified by the name of politics-
was when that fierce revolution swept
through France, when the blood of the
alblest men and women in that country
was sacrificed by a tumultuous mob.
There the. referendum was instituted by
the National Convention; and it is
Ominous to find such & method first
brought into vogue in modern times when
the guillotine was reeking with the blood
of its victim. Such a fact makes one
suspect that this referendum is neither
good nor wholesome; and I would com-
mend most of all to the consideration of
this House the fact that it is not British.
It is far better for us to trust and to stick
to that Constitution which has stood the
test of centuries, rather than to adopt
this mrethod of consulting the people,
which is entirely foreign to us, and which
forms no portion of our system of
government.

MR. GEORGE: That would be a good
argument against the 1832 Reforn Bill.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: That
was not a referendum.

MR. GEORGE: But the same argument
could have been used, because it was a
change in the Constitution.

MR. VosErx: In the Reform Bill of
18.32, the British Parliament reverted to
an older type of franchise.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: But
here we are asked to revert to a primeval
condition of things: that is the peculi-
arity of the change. I can understand
the advisableness of a change which is
modern in its conception:; but to go back
to a state of things existing 2,000 years
ago, and to say it is the state of things
which should obtain to-day, is an argu-
ment I do not appreciate.

MRt. GEORGE: And yet some old things
are good.

MR. ILLINO WORTH: Can the question
be settled by Parliament alone?

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: As
the hon. member has asked me that ques-
tion, I reply that I see not the slightest
difficulty in the way of the question
being settled in the constitutional way,
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by the voice of Parliament. What is to
prevent this House, at its dissolution,
having this Bill placed before the electors
by means of their parliamentary repre-
sentatives ? By that means we should
keep within the four corners of the Con-
stitution; and to my mind that is the
fairest method, for not only is it the eon-
stitutional way, but it is the means by
which the electors can be most effectually
educated as to why they should exercise
their votes either one way or the other.

Mrs. LhAxn: Why not dissolve the
Parliament'? That would be a very good
idea.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: Those
in favour of federation have told us that
anti-federalists scoff at sentiment, or else
lack sentiment. Sentiment in its way is
of course an excellent thing; but in the
consideration of the affairs of a nation,
as in the consideration of the business of
anl individual, sentiment takes no part,
and should certainly not be allowed to
influence our actions. (Jan it he said
that even if we reject federation we
shall be less neighbourly towards our
neighbours in the Eastern portion of
the continent? I say' , by no means;
so that argument cannot be pressed
with an 'y degree of force. If hon. Inem-
hers wish to have their minds disabused
as to whether there is sentiment under-
lying the Commonwealth Bill or not,
they will find from perusing the debates
of the Convention, some of the warmest
language they have ever known used
in their Lives. They will see that
the delegates from the various colonies
grasped at every material advantage p)os-
sible, every advantage for their own
colonies they grasped at, without any
pretence of its being done under the force
of circumstances. It was indeed such
haggling that made one in many respects
really ashamed of the subject under con-
sideration, as federation means a, large
nation founided on brotherhood. Here
we have the very founders of that nation,
the delegates from the various colonies,
engaged in a6 hand-to-hand struggle every
day to olbtain for the weaker colony more
advantages from the stronger, and vice
versa. In the debates that took, place at
the Melbourne Convention on the subject
of the Inter-State Commtiission, this mat-
ter came up in a very pointed in auer. A
debate was engaging the attention of the

Convention in reference to trade and
commerce, and the particular concessions
to be granted to this colony, when Mr.
Synron, who spoke and took a leading
part in the Convention, and who, as bon.
members know, was a very distinguished
representative from South Australia,
pointed out very clearly what South Aus-
tralia is looking after, and it is not the
sentimental aspect of the question, but
the material advantage of securing our
market. Before Mr. Symon spoke, he
was preceded by a brother delegate from
the same colony, Mr. Gordon, who warmly
advocated that this concession should not
be granted to Western Australia. What
they wanted was our market; and Mr.
Symon (following Mr. Gordon) says this:

But I think Mr. Gordon is quite justified in
the anxiety he feels as to every material
advantage seeming to be slipping away from
under the feet of South Australia. That is
the position we are in. Yesterday the hope
we cherished that unrestricted freedom of
trade between these colonies would be main-
tained was taken away, and the one avenue in
regard to freedom of trade between these
colonies, which at this particular moment is
of value to Ils as South Australians, was
dlosed.
What was thatP That was the five-
years concession to be given tonus.

MR. LEASE: Is it likely they will
agree to the amlendment now?

TUE ATTORNEY GENERAL: I
think they will have to agree to it. All
I say is thalt if they do not agree to the
concession the Select Committee have
asked for, what kind of federal spirit is
it that prompts those people who refuse
it? Why place ourselves in their power?

MRs. ILLINGORTn: We are not plac-
ing ourselves in the power of South
Australia, but in the power of the
Commonwealth Parliament.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: Mr.
Henry interjected, " That is only tempor-
arily," and Mr. Syion proceeded to
say :

But I will askc my hon. friend how he would
feel if he had to stand face to face with a body
of people in our colony, and tell then, that
what they had been hoping for, and looking
forward to, as a result of this federal union
was being postponed for seven long years,
during which time all the possible benefits
that mlight accrue to them might altogether
disappearY

Mr. Brown: Some of them.
Mr. Symon: They may have altogether dis-

appeared. We cannot smy; none of us can
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tell. But at any rate the victory that Sir
XTobn Forrest achieved yesterday has had the
effect of closing against us the only channel
of benefit in respect of the free interchange
of commodities that is of any considerable
inoient to us. My right hononrable friend
achieved a very groat victory for his own
colony no doubt, and when he goes back to
Western Australia his people will perhaps
canonisehim for it. There is no other honour
great enough for what he has done.

MRt. ILLINUWORH: There is no pre-
sent prospect of ranonisation.

THE ATTORNEY GENRAi: 'There
is an expression of opinion devoid of
sentiment, and breathing from end to
end of it is the material advantage of
securing our market. After the passing
of this Bill, if we are under federation,
will these struggles for what they term
material interests cease ?Will human
nature change? It isnot likely. It will
be the same then as now, because hiuman
nature in a community is only the sume
of it in the individual: the virtues, the
vices, the good qualities of the individual,
are as surely represented in the aggregate
and expressed as forcibly as in the indli-
vidual. And therefore if we have these
feelings, these Jealous considerations of
the interests of one Slate against the
other, we cannot hope after we enter
into the federation to experience different
treatment. Then there is a subject which
I will only refer to in passing, but it
is one that also helps to illustrate
what I have been speaking of. The
mother colony had no doubt mnany claims
for the seat of Government, being the
mother colony ;and then there was the
geogr-aphical position, which helped that
colony materially. Therefore when the
seat oif Governmrent was fixed in New
South Wales, it is quite evident it was
properly and rightly so done. Then we
come to the next question, which is a. kind
of sop to Victoria, which colony evidently
felt very sore on the subject of the capital
being in New South Wales, and Victoria
received the interim seat of Government
until the Federal Parliament House is
built. There was the federal spirit of
give-and-take between these two colonies.
Then we have South Australia looking
very intently after her interests on the
Murray and the Darling, and fearful
lest New South Wales should construct
a railway to Broken Hill, which, although
in New South Wales geographically,

belongs to South Australia. And this is
one of the reasons .to ray mind which
impelled South Australia to enter the
federal union. 1 am very sorry liy

friend, the member for East Perth (Mr.
James), is not in his plaoce, becatuse I
intended using some argument in ref er-
ee to the expression which the bon.

member uses so frequently whenever any-
one speaks against federation : a parochial
spirit, circumscribed order, and that one's
mind cannot soar outside a quarter of an
acre paddock. The subject is one that
really deserves some consideration. The
word " parochial " itself clearly helps to
illustrate it. Originally the word meant
"a parih," but by time it has grown into
a zare meaning. But what is deemed

proper by the lion. member in regard to
a nation, he condemns in regard to a small
community. If it is parochial to look after
our interests, surely it is none the less
parochial for a nation to look after her
interests. If there isanvthingthatdeniands
consideration, it is the question: are we
go ing to suffer by this ConstituitionP
That is the question that faces us at
every turn, and Yet what does the Comn-
mnonwealth Parliament intend to do ? It
creates intercolonial1 free-trade; it raises
a high wvall of protection around the
Australian continent, and treats as an
alien the mother country from which we
all camne. Is that not much worse than
parochial? It is undutif ul and ungrateful.

MR. CowOLLY: '"hat are you doing
now?

Tns ATTORNEY GENERAL: I am
trying to explain this treatment of the
mother country by such a system of com-
mercial policy las "parochial" in everY
sense of the term. And, after all, the
term "parochial" is only relative in its
meaning.

MR. CONOLLY: You are doing that
nOW.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: I am
explaining to the hon. member, if his
intelligence will permit him to grasp it,
that the muere action of the Federal Par-
liament in circumnscribing round the con-
tinent of Australia a wall of protection,
and excluding the products of England,
is treating the mother country as a
foreign country, and that is a parochial
act.

MR. CONoLLY : You are treating Eng-
land as a foreign country now.
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THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: We
are treating England as we treat the
colonists on the-other side of this con-
tinent. Our tariff is only for revenue
purposes, and we are treating England
just the same as we tre-at the other
colonies. What is the position to be
won by federation ? While we are pre-
pared to send a contingent to help
the mother country to fight her battles,
when we come to times of peace we are
prepared to take advantage of that
country. The Commnonwealth is to> be
established to aid and support, in these
southern seas, that great mother country
from which we came; and one of the
first considerations which induced people
to consider federation was, what? Its
defence. Where are we going to get our
defence from?' South Australia abso-
lutely refuses to be connected by railway
with us. How call we possibly hope to
be defended from the East of Australia if
we have no railway communicationP

TKR. GEORGE:- They are going to put
on a balloon corps.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: We
shall have to trust in the future, as wre have
done in the past, and that trust, which has
never been abused, is the trust we repose
in the hattie-ships of England. They are
our real means of defence; and let us not
be gntiled, in considering this Common-
-wealth, by statements that we shall have
more means of defence than we have at
present.

Ma. ILLIKGWOISTH: But Britain is
very anxious for the federation of these
colonies.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: I now
come to a question, a portion of which I
have already dealt with, I refer to the
annual contribution for the upkeep of
federation, which is a sumi of £2300,000.
That is a consideration; and it should
make us pause.

MR. ILLIxoworrs: Our contribution,
you said ?

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: 'That
is our contribution under the Common-
wealth Bill, as will be shown; that is our
proportion of the maintenance of the
Federal Government, and I shall be glad
if the bon. member when he speaks will
point out if that is not the sum.

MR. LLLINGWOETH: I have already
spoken, and I have already pointed it
out.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL. These
considerations are certainly of a very
severe nature. They are such that, when
we think of them, they make us pause.
I cannot understand for the life of me
why there should be this hot haste to
enter federation. Where is the great
virtue of becoming an original State?
The sum and substance of the advantages
of becoming an original State is that we
shall have five representatives in a House
of 75, and have equa1 representation in
the Senate, with permission to tax our-
selves on a sliding scale of 20 per cent.
for five years. Beyond these, there are
no advantages. We are but a smiall coin-
nnsnity, and small communities are really
more economically administered by them.
selves on the spot, than by others at a.
distance. If we hope to build up here
a large and prosperous community, de-
pend on it we need not go as a suppliant
to the Commonwealth to ask admittance,
or we shall be treated in a, way that will
rather astonish us than otherwise. No
doubt the same treatment will be meted
out to us as the Dominion of Canada
meted out to British Columbia, which
colony held out of union from the first,
and when she ultimiately entered she prac-
tically dictated thme teris of her entrance,
so eag er were the other States to get lieu
in. If we are wise we will give this
sub~ject further consideration. Is it not
wise that we should postpone, even mn-
definitely postpone the question, because
once we take the step, it is irrevocable:,
we can enter federation at any time, but
once having entered we cannot retreat.
I am rather astonished when I so fre-
quently hear the member for Albany
(Mr. Leake) urge "the Bill to the people."
That plea has always astonished mne,
because I know the hon. member is a
constitutionalist, if I may say so, of the
very first water. He admires the British
Constitution, and yet, I reget to say, he
flouts it in supporting the referendum.
The lion. member, in his speech at the
Sydney Convention, used the strongest
and most violent arguments against the
referendum, and yet on the floor of this
House lie is stron~gly in favour of it.

Ma ES:The referendum was
carried against me there, and I was loyal
to the decision.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: But
the hon, member has an opportunity here

[ASSEMBLY.] and Amendments.
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of showing the faith that is in him: he is
not bound in this House by the over-
whelming majority against him in the
Convention. We ask him here to be
himself.

MR. LEASE: The circumstances are
entirely different.

TuE ATTORNEY GENERAL:- Ido
not agree with the hon. member. The
circumstances are not different; in fact,
all is inhis favour. Here is an Assembly
with a large number of sympathisers.
anxious to see whether he is the constitu-
tionalist we all admire. The hon. member
in that speech represented that the sub-
ject of the referendum made him feel-
what do lion. members imagine? It made
him feel like a man "1with a halter round
his neck." I do not like to misquote the
hon. mnember, because to do so would not
be right.

Mzt. InAnE: That would be no great
effort on your part.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: But
when the hon. member uses language like
that I reallv cannot understand how
it is be has changed so much since then.
He delivered that speech in September,
1897, and now in the yearof grace 1899, just
two years af terwards, he expresses himself
differently. There was a gentleman at
that Convention of thensarne of" "Teake. " I
do not know whether that was the member
for Albany, but certainly the language of
the Mr. Leake at the Convention is alto-
gether different from that of the member
for Albany. 'Mr. Leake on that occasion
said:

It has been said by several speakers to-day
that, although they arc federationists, they will
not have federation at any price. To them I
would rejoin that I would not accept federation
with a halter round my neck. That is the
position in which I find myself, when Ilam asked
to accept federation with the referendum.

The referendum, he said, was like a
halter round his neck, but now he wants
to rush to the country with the halter on.
Further on he said:

I Say at Once that I anh against the referen-
dumi as I have heard it explained; but I will
not emphatically declare against any other
possible method of preventing a, deadlock.
I do not suppose the hon. member
ever thought this language would be
quoted.

MR. LEASE: Read. the whole of the
speech, if you want to be fair.

*THE ATTORNEY GENTERAL: The
bohn. member later on said:-

We are now discussing the question of
whether we shall or shall not have a referen-
dum, or any particular method of dealing with
deadlocks, and if you get the thin end of the
referendin wedge in, you will never get it out
again.
That is quite true. Once we get the thin
end of the edge of the referendum in, we
shall never get away from it; and that
was a very correct, and if I may say so, a
very proper observation on the part of
the lion, member.

MR. hLrsroWOsTn: That speech was
on "deadlocks."

Tna ATTORNEY GENERAL: Later
on the member for Albany continued:

No one can say the referendum will prove to
be that political panacea for all evils which it
is hoped and intended it should be. But what
seems to me to be one of the worst features of
this proposal is that it is sought thus to
ingraft an entirely new principle upon this
Constitution. As the hon. memiberMr. Symon,
very ably, put it this afternoon, we have up to
the present time been engaged in building uip
a structure ibut now, by the introduction of

othis new principle, we begin the ceremony of
Iknocking down. It is a new controlling force,
the limits of which cannot at the present
moment be either defined or anticipated-a
new controlling force entirely.

IIn the face of that language in what was
evidently a carefully prepared speech-
one of three speeches which the hon. mem-
ber delivered at the Convention, and one
in elegant language of a very high order
-we find the bon. member leading with

Ithe cry of " the Bill to the referendum."
MR. LEASE: There is a difference

between carrying that Bill and altering
the Constitution.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: The
lion, member will see there is a difference
between referring this Bill to the people
and refer-ring a measure under the Con-
stitution; and mark in what the difference
lies. It lies in the fact that if there ever
was an occasion on which the referendum
should not be used, it is in reference to
federation. We should stick within the
four corners of our Constitution, and not
have the referendum, which is against the
principles of responsible government, in
any shape or form, and the member for
Central Murchison (Mr. fllingworth)
knows that well.

MR. ILLoGworTRn: YOU Suggest the
referendum on the question of payment
of members.

Commonwealth Bill [7 NOVEMBER, 1899.]
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THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: I do
not suggest the referendum in any shape
or form, because I deem it contrary to
Constitutional government. I do not
know anyone who uses the phrase " Con-
stitutional government'" more often than
the member for Central Murchison, and,
therefore, in a matter of this kind, I expect
his sympathy and support.

MRi. ILLINGWOETH: The referendum
is not before the House.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: In
the referendum there is one danger which
is unique, so far as this colony is con-
cerned. Within recent years this colony
has received a large accession of popula-
tion from the Eastern colonies. Many of
the people have come here to stay, and
those of us from the other side have met
with a helpful hand and kindly feeling
from the residents of this colony. But
there are, on the goldfields in particular,
a large number of men who do not mean
to stay in the colony, but who have come
here to make money and intend to return
to the colony from whenc e they came.
That such is a fact we have seen from
the amount of money sent aw~ky in post-
office orders from this colony to the East.
We know that these men do not wish to
bring their families here, and do not
intend to stay here longer than to make
sufficient aloneyv to enable them to live
elsewhere. Now we are going to give to
that class of men the same right as we
ourselves exercise, in determining for all
time whether this colony shiall enter feder-
ation.

MR. ILLINOWORTR Are such men
not in the nation ?

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: No.
Mn. ILLINGWORTH: Are they not?
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: A

man's interests are bound up in the
country to which he belongs. Many
people profess the principles of free-trade,
and many the principles of protection.

MR. ILLryowoRTa: Do not say much
about that,

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: But
those people who are here and intend to
return to their own colonies, know that
feder-ation would benefit the Eastern
colonies, and Victoria more than any
other. They know full well that if they
can by their vote cast in the lot of Wes-
tern Australia under federation, they will
secure the market of this colony for the

colony to which they intend to return.
In that respect, the referendum would
operate most injuriously. Those people
would never have the one object of bring-
ing about federation for the benefit of
this colony, but for the benefit of the
colony to which they intend to return.
I do rot know whether during the course
of the debate it will be contended by
somne hon. members, but I think it will,
that if the referendum be complied with,
there should be a fixed majority to rule.
A bare majority should not be allowed to
settle this question, but there ought to
be at least a two-thirds majority of the
electors of the country. Why should a
chance majority bind the rest of the
colony in such a grave question as this,
which is not one which can he re-opened
the day afterwards, but is settled for all
time?

MRi. LEASE: That is a question for
the Enabling Bill.

Tus,8ATTORNEY GENERAL: There
is no doubt whatever- if hon. members
look at the map of Australia, they will
see at once some of the most cogent
reasons against this colony entering
federation. We are situated on the wes-
te-n side of this vast continent, sepxarated
from the nearest colony, by a wilderness
where no human being is except for ex-
ploration purposes, and by water which
takes practically four days to traverse, and
wvhich is scarcely ever at rest, and
very often most tempestuous. We are
only a handful of people, and as I said
before, a small community can best nian-
age their own affairs; and if we want
federation we see what we have befo-e us.
In this colony can we not see the amount
of developmental work staring us in thc
face on every side, work of importance
that must be undertaken, and which in-
volves great expenditure ? How are we
going to raise the nioney for such works ?
All our revenue which we can hypothecate
has gone. We may have to knock at the
Federal Treasury for months and months
before we are listened to, and when we
are listened to, our subsidy, will be doled
out. We are only five in a House of Re-
presentatives of 75. Then there is an
amount of, so to speak, local Government
going on here. We want to push the
counh-v ahead as fast as we can. Do hon.
members think that if the administration
of this colony for the last three or four
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years had been in the hands of the
Eastern colonies, there would have been
built the railways, telegraph lines, or the
public buildings we have? Such works
would not have been dreamt of, and we
could not have expected them.

MR. VospER: How does the Federal
Government meet the States in America?

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: Orca-
sionally they have suffered, and severely
too; so much so that they have had to
take into their own hands the duty,
always cast upon the Government, of
upholding law and order-they have
actually thrown that duty on themselves.
If we are to be a small community if we
join federation, what will Western Aus-
tralia become-a cog in the wheel of
federation? If we are going to be a large
community, shall we not have our re-
sources developed muchk more quickly if we
develop them ourselves than if we trust
them to others?~ We have faith in this
colony, and I do not think, there is a mein-
ber who has not, but that very same faith
teaches us caution. It is not the faith of
rushing blindly in and reflecting after-
wards, when the period for reflection is
gone. Now is the time for reflection, and
to think of the step we are about to take.
I do not think there is a member of the
Assembly who will not give to the con-
sideration of the subject the attention it
deserves, and any member who does
devote that attention to it will find
that the interest of this colony lies in
not entering federation now, but in wait-
ing and watching. If the time comes for
us to enter federation, we shall enter
without any necessity to beg favours; we
shall enter perhaps as a right, and
certainly be no less favourably received
than we should be if we entered now
under the compulsion of those who seek
to force us to join.

MR. HARPER (Beverley) : I beg to
move that the debate be adjourned until
to-ruorirow.

Mn. ILLINGWOETH: It was understood
that we should finish to-night.

THE PREMIERS: We have several things
for to-morrow.

Motion-that the debate be ad-
journed-put and negatived.

THE COMMISSIONER OF OROWN
LANDS (Hon. G. Throssell) : After the
many able speeches that have been
delivered on both sides of the House, I

feel that a ]mere reiteration on my part on
this deeply interesting question would be
unnecessary; and I should not have
spoken bad not one of my constituents
sent me a printed report of one of my
speeches. I wish at once to give areason
for the action I propose taking. I believe
the member for West Perth (Mr. Wood)
spoke of me the other evening as a
staunch supporter of federation. I can
only say that if that was a federation
speech I have not the slightest intention
of withdrawing it. I did not intend that
speech as one mn support of federation. It
must have been very gratifying to you, Sir
(the Speaker), as well as myself, as time
has rolled by since you and myself and the
member for Beverley (Mr. Harper) gave
utterance to a warning respecting this
great question and pointed out to the
country all the evils that would attend
Western Australia entering federation,
to watch month by mouth the alteration
in the views of the people on the subject.
Farmers in Western Australia, and others
in the country, have heartily indorsed the
sentiments expressed by you, and myself
and others, that the federation of Western
Australia with the other colonies meant,
briefly, disorganisation, loss of revenue,
a, cecfk to manufactures, a check to new
land settlement, and additional taxation;
and I maintain that not one tittle of evi-
dence has yet come before us to alter that
conclusion. The conclusions of the Select
Oommittee all go to indorse the same
view. So far as the State itself is con-
cerned we must all come to the conclusion
that when federation is an accomplished
fact, we may cry " Ichabod," the glory is
departed, for whatever advantages federa-
tion may confer in other directions-and I
am not blind to the fact that advantages
may be conferred-there can be no ques-
tion that the glory of Western Australia as
a Home Rule power has gone for ever. I
do not intend to take back one word of
warning I have uttered, as to the danger
of this colony entering federation at the
present time. The geographical position
of Western Australia prevents the applica-
tion of the principles of federation to this
colony. To come to the motion before the
House, I do not attach great importance
to the amendments, but the trouble is
that these amendments, though simple in
themselves, were not thought of by the
brainy and astute men who went over the
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water time after time to represent this
great colony. More especially have I1 been
astonished at seeing the action of rev
friend the Premier on this question of
federation, but I desire to say there is a
very great difference between the action
of the Premier and that of the gentle-
men on the other side of the House.
The Premier never stood so high in my
esteem as on that evening when he had
the mioral courage to stand tip and say,
"I was entirely mistaken. I did not

understand the Bill, and miy first duty is
to my colony, Western Australia." I say
that from my heart, and I mean ever
word I utter. While I was in much
doubt about his action, I could not see
how he could get out of the awkward
position in which lie was placed, and I
assert that never did he stand so high in
my admiration as when lie gave utterance
to those words. The wonder to mue is
that the leader of the Opposition (Mr.
Iaeake), my friend Mr. James, and others
have not seen right to take the same
action. As to the amendments proposed
by the Select Comumittee, I feel sure that,
had they been pointed out at thle time,
the Premniers. of the other colonies would
have gladly granited them, except that
regarding the railway. In regard to
interference with our customs and with
our railways, even if the power of amiend-
ment asked for be granted, the federal
authority will have power over those
departments at the termaination of five
years. Indeed, there is no security even
for the five years. It is quite clear to my
mind that the rule as to interference with
railways was intended to apply only to
colonies that are linked together by
railways for daily trade purposes. I can
cheerfully face free-trade and cheerfully
face the other evils, but the strongest
point of all with me was the question of
prohibiting for all time the granting of
any assistance to our farmers and our
producers all round, and I should like
action to be taken if not now, at any rate
when federation becomes an accomplished
fact, to have this particular part amended.
It is not my intention to dwell at great
length upon these amendments, but
when we come to that of which
so much capital is made-five years'
non-intervention with our Customs-
what, after all, does it amount to?
Have we any guarantee that there wvill be

noni-interventioniwith our Customs?9 That
all depends on our own Parliament But
I feel that if any adverse action be taken
in respect of this great matter, it will only
intensify the antagonism of the people,
and make it more difficult later on to get
fair conditions. Suppose for argument's
sake, the Federal G overnment concede our
demands at once, and give us 10 years'
grace instead of five, is that any guaran-
tee that wve shall get two years for the
Western Australian Parliament P The
reverse is the case. I should like to say
withi regard to land settlement that in
any remarks I may make on this subject
I may be twitted, and -very properly
twitted, with the fact that I was the first
to open my mouth against the Premier on
this question, and to point out to hint
that land settlement would he knocked
into "1 smithereens'" by federation. I do
say, if federation become an accomplished
fact, there will be less opportunity for
new men to settle on the soil; but after
all to my mind the question is, Suppose
we, as the supreme power, say thafthe Bill
shall not be referred to the people, will
the problem then be solved? That is the
trouble with me. Will the question be
settled if we declare th at the BillI shall not
go to the people now? On the contrary,
will not a spirit of ag itat ion and of unrest
spring up which may force the hands of
the Government, with the result that we
may possibly have to reconsider the ques-
tion under worse conditions than will be
obtained if we support this motion now
before the House? My conclusion has
been that I shall support this motion, the
motion as now proposed by the Premier.
In explanation of my action I shall read
an extract frorn a speech made by me in
June, 1898, which justifies tue an~d comi-
pels me to take this action, whatever my
feelings might otherwise have been. I
am reported to have said, and I am sutre
I. did say:-

I have a strong fueling that, following the
example of the other colonies, the question,
",aye " or -"nay " on federation should be l eft to
the people's voice; and while my vote as an
elector will be given against the Cornmon-
wealth Bill as it now exists, my vote in the
Legislative Assembly will, under certain cn-
ditions, be given in favour of the Bill being
remitted to the electors, so that they alone
may accept or reject it.

That is the position I took up in 1898,
and I intend to take up that position this
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evening, and to support the Premier's
motion. I would ask bon. members on
the other side, if they are really in earn-
est in desiring to promote the prosperity
of this colony, whether the amendments
proposed by the Select Comtmittee are
not reasonable amendments, which, had
they been asked for originally, would
have cheerfully teen granted by the
" brainy " men in the Eastern colonies ?
Eastern newspapers now tell uts that they
are favourably disposed to these amend-
ments. If that be so, will it not be well
in the interests of the colony for federal-
ists to sink all party feeling, and to unite
with us in getting this great question
settled once and for ever? We have
been rightly told that there is no retreat;
but I think it was the member for North-
East Coolgardie (Mr. Vesper), in that
admirable speech he delivered the other
evening, who told us that whatever his
own feelings might be there could be no
such thing as defeat for Western Aus-
tralia, because we are too great a colony
to be ruined. That is just my feeling
on this question. If we only come,
together and unite our forces, I believe
we shall be studying the best interests
of Western Australia by passing the
Premier's motion. I cano relieve my-
self of a sense of responsibility as
one of the Government, looking abroad
at what the possible result may be if
we refuse to send this Bill to the -
people. What will result? Agitation
and a feeling of unrest, and political
strife; and ultimately, I am sure, the
colony will fare very much worse; and at
the next general election, when we fondly
think we shall be returned to continue
our duties, we may possibly find an exas-
perated people making a reference of the
Bill to the people the test question of the
election, and sending men to the House
pledged to give us no time whatever for
hesitation, but to go in for free-trade
pure and simple. But our idea should
be boldly to accept the Joint Committee's
amendments. I commend the honesty of
the Premier, who was in a, stiff corner,
and who has got out of it in a way that
I did not anticipate. When he came
back from the other colonies thle air in
those countries had been too full of
oxygen; there were too many union jacks
flying overhead; he led us all astray;
and I venture to say that, after listening

to his speech in St. George's Hall, people
never troubled to study the Common-
wealth Bill, being led away by the
Premier's advice. Now we find the Pre-
nuer is man enough to admit the error.
Some bon. members may call it backing
down; I will not call it that, because I
think it takes a noble man to stand up
in front of his peers and to say, I am
wrong and have teen wrong; I have
made a mistake, and I will take the con-

sequences. Nwhe puts this question
himor u; ando one am prepared to back

himup;amdI ask hon. members all
round the House to do the same; and let
us then ask ourselves what shall be our
action in the future, what shall we do as a
colony to minimise the evils that we feel or
fear from the adoption of this great enter-
prise ? To say that there will be no evils
would be idle, because we shall have our

:trade dlisorganised, and shall have many
.difficulties to overcome. All the great
statesmen of the other colonies have ac-
knowledged that fact; but what I would
urge upon our Premier and upon the
country atlargeis thatwe should boldly fate
the difficulties of the position, take the five
years' grace, unite in the development of
our resources, extend our railway system,
try to encourage our land settlement,
bore deep down into the bowels of the
earth for mineral wealth, join together to
work up every possible industry, and
thus show that. we have a colony rich
in resources, 'unite ourselves to develop
those resources sand to attract and settle
a permanent population, which shall be a
consuming population for the settlers of
our lands, so ininimising-and I empha-
sise the word "minimising"-iininising
the evils which I feel sure will come upon
us. We can do this if we are but united.
Those are my views on the situation; I
have thought about it a great deal, and
have come to the conclusion that the best
interests of the country will be served if
we follow out the Premier's motion and
submit to the people the Joint Com-
mittee's amendments. If these amend-
ments in the Commonwealth Bill be not
ranted to us by the other colonies, then

let us stand boldly out of the federation
until those terms, or even better terms,
be granted. Even if we do not join as
an original State, still, in a comparatively
shor-t time, perhaps in a few months'
time, there will be a Federal Parliament
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able to deal with our demands; and with
the large resources of this great colony,
we need -not fear that wye shall be penalised
for not joining the union as an original
State. Once more, remembering the many
able speeches made while debating this
question in the House, Iwish to thank hon.
members for those speeches. and th
member for North-East Coolgardie in
particular for his great speech upon this
question; and I wish to acknowledge my
indebtedness to the Premier for the plain
and manly way in which he put the whole
subject before us. I believe the best
interests of the country will be served by
our uniting heart and hand in supporting
those amendments; for I regard it as a
positive fact that if we negative the
motion the question will not be settled,
but the result of our action will be to
create unrest and agitation, to unsettle
the people, and to eimphasise, when it
comes, the evil of the great federal move-
mnent.

At 6L3O, the SPEAKER left the Chair.

At 7-30, Chair resumed.

Tim COMMISSTONCR OF RAIL-
WAYS (flon. F. H. Piesse) :I think the
importance of this subject calls for an
expression of opinion from all hon. mm
bers; and although this debate has no
doubt become wearisome, in a measure,
not only to Mr. Speaker but to members of
this H~ouse, still it is due to the country
that 1, representing an imnportant con-
stituency, should give an expression of
opinion on this very important subject.
There have been many expressions of
opinion on the subject from a. constitu-
tional point of view, but it is not my
desire to touch on that part of the sub-
ject. I will leave that to others who are
better able to deaL with constitutional
matters than myself. I desire to confine
myself, as far as possible, to the practical
effect federation will have on this country,
and, as far as I can, deal with the ques-
tion from that standpoint in preference
to touching on the subject from a consti-
tutional standpoint. It has been said in
regard to federation that it is the bringing
together of a group of States with coi-
muon interests into national unity, without
destroying their individuality as States,
having a central Government and also

local independent State Governments,
combined for such purposes as trade,
commerce, and defence. If we take
into consideration what I have already
stated as to what is federation, we
may analyse it under six different beads.
Has Western Australia common interests
with the other colonies ? Is our indivi-
duality likely to be destroyed ? Will a,
central Government, situated say in New
South Wales, tend to conserve those
interests and maintain that individuality?
Will our trade and commerce suffer?
And in reg-ard to defence, are we assured
that we shall receive that protection
which it is said will be afforded us under
federation ? Then, too, we may ask,
what has prompted Australia to embrace
federation ? I think in reply to the first
question, our first impression will be that
our interests are in common ; but when
we take into consideration the fact that
our conditions are so dissimilar, I think
we can come to only one conclusion, that
our interests are not in common with
those of the other colonies, there being so
many differences in regard to our posi-
tion and condition, which are so dissimilar
to those existing in the Eastern colonies.
All the other colonies 'have had the bene-
fits of responsible government a much
longer period than we have had it. It
is only during the last nine years that we
have had the benefits and the experience
of those benefits which responsible gov-
ernment has conferred on us, and will
still codfer on us. Therefore T think it
will be much better to wait for a
time before we join with the other
States in entering the federal union.
We are simply making a, commence-
ment, and that commencement is being
made at a time when we are in our
infancy, as it were; whereas many of the
other States have had the advantages of
responsible government for so many
years longer than we have had it, that I
think if we to-day have the whole
advantages which we possess in respon-
sible government nipped in the bud, it
will be a great disadvantage to Western
Australia. Tf we were to enter the
federal -union, we should not lose all these
advantages, bnt should lose many of the
principal advantages which to.-day we
enjoy. I think we should not forget that
Western Australia is in a developmental

Istage. It. is only during the past nine
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years, dur-ing the time we have had
responsible government, that we have
had the chance of making any progress,
and that we have had the chance of
placing ourselves in the position we aire in
to-day. Developing as we are, we have
such great interests at stake, and we have
the mneans of developing those interests
much better than we would have if we
were trammelled by the control of the
Federal Government. We find that the
other colonies are united, by a system of
railways which connect them in a sense,
so that they form one continuous State;
therefore it would be easy for them to
take advantage of the railway systems
and bind themselves together in a union:-
it is to their advantage to do so. We are
separated by a desert which is impassable,
and we have also one thousand miles of
sea severing us from the capital of the
nearest colony. Therefore our position is
one of isolation. We, too, are not in the
samne condition as the other colonies
are in regard to being closely associated.
The other colonies are settled right uip to
their borders, and, as I said before, they
are connected by railway communication.
The other colonies, too, have so many
interests in conmmon. They have inter-
change of trade and commerce, constant
communication with each other; they
have the means of travelling by rail daily
in mnany instances; thus the people are
brought together much more than we
are, or are likely to be for some years to
come, with the other colonies. Then the
other colonies have difficulties which no
doubt they wish swept away. There are
the border duties, which axe. very irksome
when people are travelling from one
colony to another. On the border one is
met by the customs officials, and one's
goods are subject to that examination
which is necessary under the customs
law, and which is irksome and causes
difficulty and trouble in travelling. If
those difficulties could be removed the
colonies would be united, as they will be
united no doubt, and that will add very
munch to the advantage and comfort of
travelling, and bring about a better feel-
ing than that which exists at the present
time. Then we come to the question of
our individuality. I said if we were to-
day to join with the other colonies, we
should be absorbed, our individuality
would be absorbed by the other colonies,

and instead of being as we are ta-day an
important, selt-reliauteonamunity, manag-
ing our ownu affairs, probably we should
find ourselves in a short time becoming
perhaps a mere cypher in the Australian
union. Of course our great wealth would
always give its some standing, but we are
not able to offer to people who come here
the same inducements in the shape of
settlement, and the same social advant-
ages that are offered by the Eastern
colonies. There is a likelihood that
people who come here for the purpose of
gaining wealth as soon as their object is
attained will return and leave us to bear
the burdens of the countr y, and thus
they will. not assist us to add to our
population, which is so necessary to
make a country wealthy and increase its
importance. Then, too, our institutions
are developing; there is a great future
before us. We know, taking the experi-
ence of the past four or five years, that
we liavs seen rapid development in our
institutions; we have seen, too, that our
colony has been making great headway,
and anything that will retard our progress
now will th row us back considerably.
We must not forget that we are geo-
graphically situated mnuchi more favour-
ably than any of the Eastern colonies.
We have a length of seaboard greater
than that of any of the other colonies,
and weare much nearer to the populous
countries of Europe. We have the
advantage of climate, and we have the
advantage of being able to send our
products from here on a very much
shorter sea journey than the Eastern
colonies can do; and all these advantages
put together point to the fact that we
should very seriously consider before
joining the Eastern colonies in the
federal union. The territory we have is
sufficient to enable us to claim the proud
distinction of being called a nation.
There are many nations with less terri-
tory than we have got, and with less
resources; and considering the popula-
tion that will no doubt come in time, we
shall become a great country, and we can
become that great country without join-
ing the federal union. It has often been
said that we may become a great country
much sooner, if we do join federation,
but there has been no proof that this
result will follow. We are asked very
frequently as to what advantages we
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have to gain from federation, and the
question has not been answered satis-
factorily; and that being so. it is prefer-
able for us, with such a territory, to
remain in our present condition. is it
wise to abandon all that we now possess
for the mere sentiment of federal union ?
We have, as has already been pointed out
by other speakers, what may be termed
home rule, and are we to give that
uip to be ruled by people at a distance ?
We have all the advantages I have
mentioned and therefore we should think
well before we hand ourselves over to
anyone else. The seat of Government
of this proposed federal union will be
situated over 2,000 miles away, and
I am sure it would not be conducive to
the maintenance of our interests, or to
rapid compliance with our wants. Take,
for instance, the post office: no doubt we
would have someone of authority locally
here, yet our local wants would not be so
promptly complied with as they are now.
For postal and telegraphic extension we
would be referred to the Federal Govern-
ment, and that would prove disadvant-
ageous to this colony; and this is
another argument why for some time to
come we should retain control of this
most important department. With regard
to trade and commnerce, if we look at the
matter from a business point of view, we
will see that it is one of the mostimport-
ant that could affect us. The commerce
of the world is not built on philanthropy.
We all know that with business men it is
a case of the survival of the fittest, of
the man who can do best in business,
and succeed by his energy, indomitable
will and perseverance, and by the good
use he makes of his capital. And we iii
this country may liken ourselves to a
business man or business men who have
taken in hand a. great commercial concern.
It is most important to consider that,
after all, trade and comtmerce regulate
the prosperity of a country. If we areI
successful in trade and commerce, that
will bring us into prominence more
than anything else; and our trade
must suffer very considerably by the
changes that are likely to be brought
about by the proposed interference with
our present condition. There is no
doubt in my mind that this colony will
be capable of producing and exporting to
the B~ritishi Empire and other parts of

the world, before long. Although it has
often been said we are not capable of pro-
ducing sufficient for export, those who
have watched the course of events recently
must admit that we are fast gaining
ground in this respect, and that the timue
will come, and that at no very great dis-
tance, when we shall commence to be
an exporting country, and when it will be
,necessary to find some place to which to
send our products. Anyone who has
watched the course of events will see that
the things we are likely to produce are
not those wanted in the other colonies. I
do not call gold a. product, in the same
sense as I do products of the agricultural
or pastoral industries, gold not being repro-
ductive in the same way as those other
products are; and we, under federation,
would find ourselves in the position of
not having a market in the Eastern colo-
nies for our surplus products, and we
could not enter into an exchange with
Eastern colonies in the same way as
we could with other countries, seeing that
the other colonies have an abundance of
the very articles which we ourselves would
produce. Federation would cause our
industries to be limited, and gold-mining
only would flourish ; yet what we wanat to
do is to make the country self-supporting.
A country that is not sell-supporting can
never be successful in the sense of being
a place where people can obtain cheap
living. If We Were Only a gold-producing
country, it would be good for the rest of
Australia but not good for Western Aus-
tralia, for we would have to send away
this gold to the other countries in order
to secure that which we ourselves could
not produce ; and therefore instead of
enriching our own people we would be
enriching the people of the other coun-
tries. The great object, I take it, of
the people of this country is to see
our industries built up; and we should
nialie use of the advantages we derive
from the gold production, to help to stimu-
late and nurture, as it were, the great
agricultural and pastoral interests. If we
look at the matter in this way, we will
find that after federation, a great many
of our manufactured goods will un-
d oubtedly come from the Eastern colonies,
and in order to encourage Australian
manufactures, we will have to pay high
duties on -many articles which are now
free and imported from abroad. We
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should have to pay these heavy duties,
and be compelled to purchase inferior
articles at a dearer price than at which we'
now import from the outside world. In
consequence of the high protective duties
under the Commonwealth, we should be
compelled to purchase from the other
colonies goods now manufactured here,
or imported from abroad; and those who
think that by adopting federation we
shall get goods at a cheaper rate, will
find their anticipations not realised, be-
cause, in my opinion, goods generally
will be much dearer. I have frequently
pointed out that the only way to
encourage cheap commodities to the
consumer is to protect industries in the
country itself. Tf that principle be
adopted, it means that in time we shall
reach the stage when the demand is met
by the supply, and then ais es internal
competition, which brings down prices.
That may not be a very encouraging
thing to the producer, who hopes that
day may be far distant. He prefers not
to see the demand overtaken by the supply,
but to see the supply just a little
under the demand, so as to enable prices
to be maintained; but, as we . know,
that cannot be the case. In every
country capable of production, when the
supply is more than sufficient for the con-
sumption of the people, prices must fall
very considerably. In regard to the
articles made in the other colonies, they
may be good enough for those colonies,
but are they good enough for us in
Western Australia? We shall be forced
to buy the goods made by those people,
and maybe goods inferior to those we
could import from abroad, and we will
have to pay higher prices for them than
we have been in the habit of paying in
the past. After all, the one great object
of federalists in the Eastern colonies, and
in this colony, seems to be to endeavour
to foster the local manufacturer. If we
can foster the local manufacturer in this
colony, well and good; but it the manu-
facturer has, to be fostered outside the
colony, and the manufactured article im-
ported here at an enhanced price, it will
be detrimental to Western Australia.
What would be the result in regard to
ourselvesP I come back to the point
that the time will come when we shall be
able to export; but we shall not be able
to export to the Eastern colonies, because

our products will be wheat, grain of all
kinds, and other articles of which the
other colonies have a sufficiency them-
selves. We shall have to seek our
markets abroad in the old world, and if
we were to-day an exporting country, we
would be getting our supplies from the
old world in exchange for our goods; for,
although it is not a barter system, goods
are used as a meanls of exchange, and we
would get goods at a, lower rate thain we
are likely to get them from the Eastern
colonies. If we had not the markets of
the old world to go to, but had to buy in
the Eastern colonies, we should be losing
in a great measure, because, after all,
instead of a system of reciprocity in
purchases, cash would have to be sent
by draft to the other colonies to pay
for the goods. In that way we should
have to pay exchange, and all the attend-
anit expenses connected with the trans-
mission of money, which we should not
have to pay if we sent omr products to
the centres of the old world, and received
our supplies in exchange. Under federa-
tion we would still have the opportunity
of buying in the markets of the old
world, but it would be at a much higher
rate of duty than to-day.

HON. H. W. VENN: The products of
the old world cannot be produced in the
Eastern colonies.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS: I will show that nearly all of
them can be. It is a recognised principle
throughout the commercial world that we
should buy in the cheapest market and
sell in the dlearest: that is the great axiom
of business men, We must not forget
that the business of the world affects
everyone in a greater or lesser degree, and
if we are able to trasaAct our business on
satisfactory lines, the consumer or the man
who has to purchase from the merchant
gets the advantage of the experience the
merchant has gained by buying in the
cheapest market and selling in the dearest.
Many goods we to-dlay import from the
older countries of the world will be pro-
duced in the Eastern colonies. I expect
that many members received, as I did
some time ago, the account of an address
by the Minister of Finance in Canada, in
which he gave a long list of goods that
bear duty to-day and are imported into
that country. That duty is put upon
them by way of protection. The Minister
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was congratulating himself and the
country upon the fact that he had been
able to reduce the duties upon those
goods very considerably, in some in-
stances 20 or 26 per cent. To-day they
are 25 per cent. on the average, whereas
at one time they were 40 or 50 per cent.,
and that is after some 82 years of federa-
tion. You may quite imagine that during
this long period of 32 years those higher
rates of duty existed, and that is the
reason Canada ]ias been able to build up
the large industries we to-day see in
that country. We all know that Wes-
tern Australia is importing large quanti-
ties of machinery from Canada. In
fact, there is a great competition between
the Canadian manufacturing houses and
the manufacturing houses in England
in sending machinery into this and
the other Australian colonies. Only
the high protective tariff imposed In
the early times enabled Canada to com-
pete against the goods sent in from
the United States of America. Canada
is now in such a position that after 30
years' experience it is able to compete
against the world, and, by means of the
course adopted, has been enabled to
reduce the duty. Thirty years was a
long time to wait before accomplishing
that object, but Canada has accomplished
it. There is still a duty of 25 per cent.
upon this very machinery going to their
own colony, but about three or four
years ago it was as high as 40 per cent.
No doubt that will be the means taken
by Australia. The Australian Federal
Parliament will impose a very high pro-
tective tariff, and eadeavour to bring
about the same results as those which
have been achieved in Canada. We, as
Australians, might feel it would be a very
satisfactory thing to have large manufac-
tures in any part of Australia. That is
all very well for the Eastern colonies,
but, as to Western Australia, we are pre-
pared to go on as we are going, and to
import our goods from the older countries
of the world at a very much lower rate
than we are likely to be able to obtain
them at from the other Australian
colonies for years to come. The hon.
member for Wellington (Hon. H. W.
Venn) mentioned things which could not
be manufactured in the Eastern colonies
as cheaply as at home. The high rates
of duty would enable the Austra-

liaii colonies to manufacture woollen
goods. At Ballarat I recently had
*an opportunity of going through one
of the finest mills in Australia, and I
there saw a very large business going on
in the manufacture of woollen goods. I
was told by the manufacturer that they
have a very high rate of duty in Victoria

i-something like 45 per cent-and the
price of a pair of blankets they were
miaking was very much higher than the
same pair of blankets could be purchased
for in Western Australia, thus proving
that this very high protective tariff is not
giving the people any advantage. It is

Ibuilding up a big industry certainly, but
it will be many years before that will be
self-supporting and able to compete

Jagainst the outside world. Take loco-
motives, which in times to come we should
have to buy in the Eastern colonies.
Locomotives are made at Ballarat, also at
Melbourne, and in South Australia and
Queensland. I saw them being madte in
Queensland. Those are large articles
which cannot be satisfactorily made in
these colonies. Certainly there is a doubt
whether they are superior to those manu-
factured in the old country. Doubtless
many of them are very fine machines, and
the engines are turned out in very good
style; but there is a very considerable
difference in their cost and that of similar
engines purchased in Glasgow or some
big manufacturing centres at home and
sent out here.

A MEMBER: 25 per cent.
THE COMM rSSIONER OF RAIL-

WAYS: More than that; it is .30 per
cent. Then we come to the question of
rails. We know great encouragement
has been given to the people of New
South Wales to set up rolling mills, and
recently large orders were placed with
some firms there which were turning
out very large quantities of rails for the
New South Wales Government. We all
know that furniture, boots, clothing, and
many of thp numerous articles weimport
from abroad, and which can* be brought
into the colony at a much lower price
than we can get them at from the Eastern
colonies, will be brought in from those
colonies when a high protective duty is
inposed on foreign imports. Theu we
must not forget that ther-e are things
whichi come in free to-day. Tea, kero-
sene, bags, sacks, rice, anid many other
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things which are to-day free will be
taxed. No doubt there are articles which
have been taxed in the past and many of
which are: taxed to-day, and doubtless
under the federal tariff the taxation on
those articles will be very much increased.
Taxation will, I repeat, be imposed on
many of those things which are to-day
free, and such taxation will be a dis-
advantage to Western Australia. Then
we must not forget the fact which has
been pointed out before, that all mean-
factures must suffer. We have been
twitted before with having no manufac-
hires. Those which exist are not *very
large, certainly, but they are in that
initial stage occupied at one time by
every other manufacture which has sub-
sequently reached great importance. I
think we shall find many of these things
coming to the front in Western Australia
mn a few yare, and, as an indication of
that, I may refer to the small exhibition
recently held, on which occasion we were
surprised to find we are able to produce
so many articles as were there exhibited.
I think that goes to show we are com-
mencing in the right direction, and that
we can wit~i some sort of assistance be-
come a. sell-supporting people, and pro-
duce- most of the things we require. I
think most of the opposition to the
assistance which has been given to the
people of this colony, even by our present
tariff, has come from the goldfields. As
has been pointed out by my hon. col-
league, the Attorney General (Hon. R.
W. Pennefather), the people on the gold-
fields frequently complain because they
do not know the whole of the circum-
stances, and, I think, that if they were to
take a little more interest in the affairs
of this part of the colony, we should find
a very different state of things existing
from that which now prevails upon those
fields. I have had an opportunity of
visiting the fields perhaps as frequently
as anyone in this House, and I have
there seen men who, I am sure, would be
reasonable in every particular in regard
to trying to help this colony forward.
All they need is some explanation in re-
gard to the capabilities of the colony, and
to be, as it were, asked to join with us in
our interests here, whilst we take more in-
terest in what they are doing there. If that
were done, we should find that the people
on the fields, who are sometimes com-

plained of as being strangers to us and
entirely without sympathy for this part
of the country, would in time see it
would be necessary to help this part of
the colony to produce and to become, as
I said before, of assistance in supporting
the people of the whole of the colony.
They must not forget that the places
where gold is the only source of wealth
are frequently found to become non-
producing and to collapse into a state of
nature. But not so with agriculture,
which has not been of the same character.
Agriculture has stood the test of time..
In the agricultural districts the profits
as a i-ale are not so great as on the gold-
fields, and fortunes are not made so
rapidly ; but, after all, the agricultural
districts are important, and I think it is
a mistake for the people on the goldfields
to disparage, as they frequently do, the
agricultural districts of this country.
We know there are a reat number
residing upon the goldfields, and their
interests should be conserved too; but
they should not be so selfish as to ask
that the interests of the people residing
in this part of the country, and especially
those who live within what is called the
agricultural belt, should not also be con-
served. In that belt of country, embrac-
ing the districts of the east, right along
the Great Southern, away far to the north,
the-e is a population somewhat over 40,000
people, who are to-day helping to build
up this country just as much as are the
people of the goldfields; and I think, too,
that people on the fields are probably
prompted by the instinct that they have
only recently left their homes in the East,
and are not in sympathy with us. We
who have had to bear the heat and burden
of the day, who have had to fight against
great odds in the past, who have not
always had the prosperity this colony
sees to-day, have a good deal yet to do,
and after all a great number of the
people on the goldfields are mere so-
journers here. Although they claim to
be able to rule the destinies of this colony,
they should not endeavour to take from
us those just rights which we to-day
possess. Those rights should be con-
sidered, and I am broad-minded enough
to say I am ready to consider also the
rights of those on the goldfields. With
regard to the question of defence, I think
the Attorney General touched upon that,
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so there is now no need for me to
dwell upon it; but it has been said defence
is oue reason why we should federate,
and I think he has pointed out that we
would find ourselves in a very unfortunate
position if we were to depend entirely
upon the help which may be given us by
the Federal Government for some time to
come. There is no doubt that, until
a transcontinental railway is built, we
shall not be able to receive much assist-
ance by land or by any other means from
the Eastern colonies, and that we shall
have to depend in a great measure upon
the navy of Great Britain to assist us if
we are in danger or trouble. Now we
might ask this question, too: what has
prompted the other parts of Australia to
embrace feeration ? I think many of
the speeches given, and many of the
extracts read, point to the fact that it is
not so much the common interests that
are shown by these people, but a desire
to obtain the markets of each other.
Everywhere I went in the East I found
the same spirit existing. It was in
evidence in every one of the colonies.-
They all seemed to be looking forward to
the opportunity of getting the markets
of each other, and more particularly I
found this the case in New South Wales.
There 1 had an opportunity of hearing
several of the statesmen who were speak-
ing on this very important subject of
federation at the time, and I know that
in their speeches they frequently touched
upon the possibility of New South Wales
dominating the mrkets of the other
colonies of Australia; but this idea never
seemed to appear in the papers: it was
kept back by the Press, and it was evi-
dently intended only for the ears of the
New South Wales people; so that the
leading statesmen of New South Wales
evidently had this project in view when
addressing the electors during the federal
campaign. Then we find that the same
thing probably occurred in Victa; we
find Victoria ready to take up the markets
of New South Wales; and, as has already
been pointed out by the reference which
has been made to Mr. Symnons" speech, we
find South Australia ready to appropriat
the markets of Western Australia. No
doubt the object of those two colonies,
New South Wales and Victoria, has all
along been to dominate the markets of
the whole of Australia; and the object of

SOth Australia, has been to dominate the
mret of Western Australia particularly;

and the fact that such anticipations have
been openly expressed by leading politi-
cians of those, colonies clearly shows that
this is one of the principal objects of
those colonies in joining the federation.
It has also been maintained in the
speeches of many federalists that the
same circumstances which prompted
Canada to federate should also induce the
Australian colonies to take that course.
Personally, I think anyone who has
looked up Oanadian history will find that
Can~aa's circumstances, as compared
with ours, were altogether dissimilar. In
Canada federation was talked of for many
years before it became an accomplished
fact. In 1861 we find that the idea of
federation was aroused in consequence of
religious strife between thetwo Canadas, in
consequence of a republican 4irit which
seemed to be urging forward one section
of the people to join with the United
States of America; and then, too, the
Canadians, bad upon their southern
borders the United States, which were at
that time in a turbulent condition, for it
was just at that period when the civil was
raging; and then, after the eivil war be-
tween the Northern and Southern States
was over, there was a raid made into
Canada, and the Canadians began to fear
that they would have difficulties with the
people of the United States. Conse-
quently the Canadian provinces found it
necessary to baud together for the purpose
of defence; and for this and other reasons
they set about bringing federation to some
sort of issue, with the result that four of
the States eventually federated. We all
know that it took some time even to bring
this about, and that not till 1867 dlid they
finally consummate the union of the two
Canadas with the other two States which
joined with them, and it was not till 1870
that Manitoba came in, while British
Columbia joined in 1871, and Prince
Edward Island in 1873. All those pro-
vinces took some time to consider the
question of federation, and one of the
conditions which Manitoba made was that
a railway should be constructed through
its territory from one coast to the other,
and the condition was, too, that the
railway should be commenced within two
years and completed within ten.
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Mn. Vospsn: It wasBritish Colunibia
which demanded the railway. Manitoba
has no sea coast.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS: True; I say the Pacific Rail-
way goes through a part of the State of
Mianitoba and ends on the sea coast of
British Columbia. We all know that
this railway was constructed much quicker
than was originally intended, and we know
that its construction was one of the con-
ditions on which British Coiubia entered
the Canadian federation; therefore, that
which has been alleged by certain people
in the Eastern colonies to be an insuper-
able difficulty in the way of the carrying
out of our proposals is really nonexistent,
for it can be shown from history that
similar circumistances existed in that veryv
country which has so often been held up
to us as an example of the great
advantages of federation.

MR. VesPER: And the railway was
constructed, too, in the face of greater
natural difficulties than we find here.

THE COMMlISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS: Undoubtedly. And as we know,
the Canadian federation conceded the
request of British Columbia; therefore,
why cannot the small concession for
which we ask be conceded by the people
of the EastP I think what we have
asked for is very little indeed ; and if we
are not able to prevent this colony
federating, then T ami with those members
who are in favour of the Select Com-
mittee's amendments; but as I have
already pointed out, I am personally of
opinion that we are not to-day in a
position to federate with those colonies
of the East, that our circumstances and
conditions are so different from theirs
that we should well consider this question
before entbring with the other colonies
into an arrangement of the kind pro-
posed. It has been said that we anti-
federalists are exhibiting a selfish
reluctance to join with the East. That
may, of course, be very true; but the
selfishness is of such a character that it
really amounts in this instance to a
legitimate guarding of our interests.
We are simply looking af ter our interests,
and the people of each of the Eastern
colonies, ini their desire to obtain free
access to each other's markets, including
the markets of this colony, are prompted
by a motive equally selfish, especially

in their desire to utterly annihilate,
if they can, our agriculturists and
the people engaged in the various
industries which are to-day growing up
in this colony and which are yet in their
early stages. Thus I think we are not
too selfish when we object to being headed
over to these people in the East, and, as
I maintain, to being annihilated by them;
because, after all, federation means for
us the retarding, the throwing back for a
considerable time, of many of our infant
industries, and more especially of that
industry which is so important to us,
the agricultural industry. [MR. HARPER:
Hear, hear.] I think all1 those who will
read the words which have from time to
time been uttered on federation by my
lion, colleague the Commissioner of. Crown
Lands, onthe question of the settlement
of the lands of this colony, and the
speeches of other politicians who have
taken an interest in this great question,
will see that the encouragement given
from time to time to land settlement by
the depai-tment of the Cornmissioner, and
by the Government generally, has resulted
mn a very large impetus to that industry,
to the settlement of our lainds and to the
development of our agriculture. We have
frequently congratulated ourselves upon
the great success of our agricultui-ists ;
but we must remember it ha s been recently
pointed out that since this question of
federation has been under discussion, very
few people indeed have settled upon the
soil: they axe all waiting for the settle-
ment of this question of federation.
There are numbers of people who will
come to this country directly it is decided
that we shall not enter federation at this
time, or as soon as it is decided that we
shall get those conditions for which we
ask in the suggested amendments of the
Joint Select Committee. We find there
has been a great falling off in the land
revenue in consequence of the cessation
of settlement on the soil, and a great
falling off, too, in the clearing of the land
already under cultivation, although I may
say that uip to the end of last year the gain
as regards the area under cultivation
has been phenomenal; we have had very
encouraging results in this respect, and
the reports published by the Registrar-
General show that the cultivated area has
increased in a manner beyond all expec-
tation. But that increase is all stopped
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now, except as regards those people who
are going on with the work upon their
own lands, and who cannot do otherwise
than continue to cultivate as a means of
livelihood. Butwhat I wish more strongly
to bring before the House is that we are,
by proposing to federate, stopping or
retarding that influx of people which was
doing so much to help forward the
development of Western Australia.

HON. H. W. VENN: floes the proposal
to federate affect the prices of grain and
chaff ?

Tan COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS: No; it does not affect the prices
of those products, but I was pointing out
that it has affected land settlement. We
have heard a good deal about the railways.
I think it has been mooted, in fact it has
been proposed, that the railways should
be handed over to the Commonwealth.
Although this proposition was not thought
of at the time of the great federal cam-

pas' in the Eastern colonies, that
objet is nevertheless being held in view,
and we shall find that immediately the
colonies federate, and especially if Wes-
tern Australia becomes a part of the
federation, this question will be brought
before the public in a very much stronger
light and with much more determination
than has been exhibited in the past. Of
course for the Eastern colonies there is
no doubt whatever it would be very satis-
factory to bring about a federation as
regards railway management and control,
because their railways could then be
worked with much greater advantage than
is the case to-day; but for Western Aus-
tralia I must say that under such a system
we should not be able to do that which
wve are doing now in the matter of push-
ing ahead the construction of our rail-
wa *ys, in extending them into the interior.
In carrying out our work we should be
hampered very much if we had any re-
strictions placed upon us by the Federal
Government; and I think that is another
strong argument why we should continue
to have control of our own railways, anid
why we should not risk the possible re-
sults of joining a, federation which will
bring about a restriction in our railway
extention and working. And moreover,
as has already been pointed out, under
federation, owing to the fact that our
finances will not be in such a favourable
state, we shall not be able to borrow so

Iadvantageously as we have done in the
past, and perhaps we shall not be able to
borrow at all for the carryiug out of this
work of railway extension; because under
federation, if we still kept control of our
railways as we are controlling them
to-day, if the Federal Government did
not take over the railways, we should
have to find the means of carrying them
on and of extending them, and with our
limited income and our restricted borrow-
ing powers, we should not be able to do
that so succ~essfully.

MR. LEAKE: I thought that under the
Commonwealth Bill each colony had un-
limited borrowing powers.

Tan COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS: Another serious objection to
banding over the railways at all, and to
taking the risks of that step, is that our
railways polic y is so bound up with our
land policy. The railway department has
of course had a great deal to do with the
opening up of the country, and therefore
should not be restricted in carrying out
railway construction.

MR. LEAE: Federation does not
restrict railway construction.

THE COMMIfSSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS: I am only mentioning that it
may possibly do so.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: The Federal
Government have the power to dto so if
they choose to exercise it.

TE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS: Of course we know that at
present there is no declaration that the
Commonwealth Parliament shall do so
immediately, but there is not the slightest
doubt tbat once federation is anl accom-
plished fact, no time will be lost in
endeavouring to obtain control of the
railways throughout Australia.

MR. LEASE: If the local nmanagement
can be improved, so much the better.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS: Well, all I have to say is that
I think the country should congratulate
itself upon the success of the railways
to-day. I am not going to say that
success has been the result of my adinin-
istration, but I point to one fact which
cannot be controverted, that the income
from the railways is nearly one half the
income of the whole colony; and that
income is still increasing, and is increasing,
too, in spite of our low rates. When
speaking on the subject of the railways I
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shall give the member for North-East
Coolgadie (Mr. Vosper), in reply to that
hon. member's question, a comparison of
the rates of this and of the other colonies.
The point raised by the hon. member
should be settled, for the people are
greatly agitated on this point, and I
should like to say that to-night, as I shall
be able to prove to the hon. member, that
existing rates are not only not hig-her, but
are in many instances much lower here
than they are in the East. We are to-
day reaping a return from our railways
of which any country might be proud,
and that return is rapidly increasing,
with the result that wve are again beginning
to find ourselves in the position of being
short of rolling stock, which state of
affairs, as I said before, has its dis-
advantages, but at the same time it
indicates that we are doing more business,
else our stock would not be used to its
fullest extent.

MRt. VosErn: You have too much of
it out of repair at Kalgoorlie and else-
where.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RMIL-
WAYS: In reply to the hon. member, I
may say that this morning I received a
letter from someone who said that £1,000
would carry out certain work which could
be done in a few days ; but the gentleman
who wrote that letter evidently was not
aware that we had been engaged at that
very Wvork for five weeks, and that the
estimated cost of the work, instead of
being £1l,000, is X1 3,500; and that shows
how little the outside public are able to
grasp the great difficulties we have to face
in regard to the extension and improve-
ment of our railway system. I have now
nearly finished my remarks, and although
I anticipated mutch difficnlty in dealing
with a subject on whicliso much has been
said by others, on which I too have
spoken so frequently, which has been so
often debated. in this House, and has
become, as it were, so threadbare that it
loses much of its interest, still I hope
the few remarks I have ventured to put
forward may point to the fact that it
would not be to our advantage, under the
conditions I have mentioned, to federate at
the present time. I think we are not in that
position whichwould justify us in joining
our Eastern neighbours in the federation.
There is no doubt the other colonies will
profit by our experience. If we open our

ports while we are in a developmental
stage and allow the Eastern colonies to
send in their products without restriction,
a fatal blow will be dealt at our agricul-
tural and our manufacturing interests,
which are growing apace, and with some
encouragement will be important indus-
tries in the future.

MR. HARPER: Our coal industry.
THE COMMISSIONER OF R.AIL-

WAYS: I could have touched upon that
matter when I was dealing with the
Inter-State Commission, but the subject
had been dealt with by so many other
members. If we federate, we shall have
much difficulty in assisting our coal in-
dustry, and we shall not be able to help it
along as we are doing to-day. As I have
been twitted with introducing an innova-
tion in giving preference to goods of this
colony, I may say that I ant not altogether
responsible for the introduction of that
innovation, but I ant glad it has been
introduced. I would point out that not
only in this colony is a pr-eference given,
but in the other colonies preferential rates
are given to the products of the colony in
the same way that we are giving a prefer-
ence to the products of this colony, more
especially in regard to our coal. Everyone
should agree with what we are doing
to-day in endeavouring to develop our
coal resources. We are using the coal
ourselves, and we are carrying it at a
preferential rate. We have been told that
the wage-earners under federation will
have cheaper food. I have already said
that I do not consider they will have
cheaper food under federation, because if
we join the Commonwealth we shall not
be producers, and shall not overtake the
demand, but will continue to import from
abroad. Consequently, instead of having
cheap food, which, as producers, we would
be able to give to the people, we should
have to import, in perpetuity, from abroad.
Therefore, there will be no reduction in
the price of the commodity which wve shall
be able to produce. I have asked the
question frequently, what are we to gain
by federation? And that is a most im-
portant point. Those who have been
strong in their advocacy of this question,
and who wvish to push it forward, have
not been able to give a satisfactory reply
to the question. I am not able to see
that there will be any great advantage to
us. No doubt federation wvill bring about
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a national spirit which we admire, but for
all that it will not fill our pockets, it will
not clothe and feed the children of the
people, it will not help us in any way.
Sentiment cannot help us. We want real
facts. What is going to be the result of
federation ; is it going to assist us ? That
question has not been answered in the
affirmative, because those of whom the
question has been asked have Dot been
able to answer it. They have made many
statements, but no statement of such a,
kind that is reliable, and it is still a
doubtful point. It has been said that
federation will give us a free national life,
whatever that may be. We have a fairly
free life as it is. I think federation will
trammel us instead of giving us a free
national life. We shall be controlled by a
Government distant from us by 2,000
miles. We shall be placedinsuch aposi-
tion that we shall be subordinate to this
Government. We shall not be masters
of our own affairs as we are to-day. We
are to-day better off, notwithstanding the
promise of the free national life and the
great Australian brotherhood, because
there is no brotherhood when we come to
interests. I remember a, great speech
which was made by Mr. Reid in a little
town in Queensland; I heard him speaking
to the people there. It was the day after
he had spoken to the people of New South
Wales, when he had told the people of New
South Wales "that we shall dominate the
markets of the whole of Australia." But
lie told the people of this little town in
Queensland " that we were hoping for
that great national brotherhood, and the
joining together in a great union of Aus-
tralia." No doubt Mr. Reid was pleasing
the people by those statements ; but prob-
ably if those people had heard what Mr,
Reid had said the day before, they would
not have placed so much reliance upon
his statements. That is pretty well all
I have to say on the question; but, I
think, we should remember the great
fight which has taken place in the Eastern
colonies in regard to federation, and the
great differences of opinion expressed
there, for the question was not carried
in the Eastern colonies unanimously;
certainly it was carried by a majority,
but what about the 70,00 or 80,000
people in New South Wales who are
opposed to federation ? They ought to
be considered. The referendum which

I has been so much spoken of is no doubt
responsible for the favourable vote, for
after all the people need educating up to
the system of the referendum. A great
many people have been induced by the
speeches that have been made by the
advocates of federation, who have spoken

:1in glowing style of the advantages that are
to be gained by federation; and in this way
no doubt the people have been lead away
by enthusiasm. That is the reason why
I do not consider the referendumn is a
safe means of referring a, matter of such
importance to the people of the country.
People are likely to lose their heads over
a, matter of this sort; they are likely
to be led by public opinion in a way
that will be detrimental to the countryv,
and the true issue may not be voted upon.
The people are likely to be influenced by
the oratory of men who have perhaps
not so much interest in thle country as we
have. As I said just 11ow, if people had
to take the responsibility of the country
upon themselves as we have had to do-
we who have seen the colony through the
time that has gone by, fill responsible
positions now, and we know a great deal
about the country and what is good for
it-they would be careful how they dealt
with this question. Speaking as an in-
dividual member of this House and as
one who has fairly large interests in the
country, I have seen the country grow
up from its earliest dlays, and I. think
that if we join federation we shall be
handing over Western Australia to the
people of the Easterni colonies, inasmuch
as we shall be handing over a small com-
munity with large interests and a large
territory to the tender mercies of a
Government situated Jar a country far
distant from us. On the score of repeat-
ing myself, and of saying again what I
said in a speech in the countvr, and which
has been quoted in the ii~wspapers, I
will give an extrict- froi at speech made
by Air. Reid, when speaki*ti to the people
of the New South Wales against the
adoption of federation, and it will form a
fitting conclusion to the words 4NMch I
have uttered, and williconvey tonmemubers of
the House my own opinions, that we should
think more and pause before we accept
and before we vote for the Bill going to
the people at all. I am waiting for the
amendment by the member for Beverley
(Mr. Harper) to be put forward, when I
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shall have an opportunity. of speaking
again, if I think necesasary. The amend-
ment of the hon. member for B~everley
should receive dlue consideration at the
hands of hon. members of this House.
The words spoken by Mr. Reid, which I
think hon. members should take to heart,
are these :

I am not prepared to bow my head to the
stroke of the executioner .. .... We,
who have grown up in this land, know, and
reflect with pride, that every battle which has
been fought for the civil and religious liber-
ties of Australia has been fought and has
been won with in the neighbourhood of this
Assembly. We, I say, have much to lose. We
might rise with a light heart to defend and
maintain those liberties, hut let us proceed
more slowly when we are called upon to resign
or exchange them. Do not let us cast this
priceless fabric of our independence into the
crucible of federation without some thought,
without some care. Lot us hasten slowly to
put an end to the independence of this
country.

How. S. BURT (Asburton) : I think
at majority of members of this House are
getting soniewhat* weary of this debate on
the question of federation, but I think
also that the longer this question is before
us, the more convinced are individual
members of the House becoming that it
would be an unwise step for Western
Australiatojoint with the Eastern colonies
in this Commonwealth. Having taken no
part in the prior debates on this ques-
tion, and having oin many occasions
listened to members on the other side of
the House, I think we are becoming
impressed with the fact that the opinion
is gaining ground very largely, that those
who advocate federation at any price are
coming round to the opinion that they
have made somewhat of a mistake.

MR. LEAnE: The price is the terms of
the Bill.

MR. ILLIYGWORTrH: It is not fair to
say ' any price."

HoN. S. BURT: I cannot see that it
is unfair at all.

MR. ILLINGWORTH: The price iS the
price of the Bill.

HoN. S. BURT: I think it is "any
price." I am not as competent to treat
with this subject in detail as some lion.
members aire. I prefer to leave largely
the details of the effect on the trade and
commerce of this country, which will be
brought about by the Bill, to men who
are living commercial Lives and know

I something about trade and commerce, at
any rate more than I do. I think gentle-
men of my profession are not perhaps so
competent to speak on the details of this

*measure, and the effect federation will
have on the manufactures of this country,

Ias others who are engaged in this industr
are.

MR. VosrnR: The Bill protects your
interests all right, you know.

HoN. . BURT: I fail to see where
my industry is protected, but I amro
bound to say that I think it must
be, seeing'that so many advocates of
this Bill come from my profession;
therefore I believe they are preserved,
and I feel happy in that, but how it
will come about I do not personally
see. One great objection I have to this
Bill is that our position in this colony is
so utterly unlike the position of the other
colonies; that is a good iuough objection
for me. We are too isolated; it seems
really preposterous when we come to
thiink of it, that we are asked to hand
over the governiment of this colony, as
we are by the Bill-and anyone who
refers to Section 51 will see the 39 items
there-to a body that will be sitting, and
in which we will be represented to a cer-
tair extent, in Sydney. That is enough
for nie to condemn the scheme. If I
were living in New South Wales, Queens-
land, Victoria, or South Australia, federa-
tion of these colonies would appear only
reasonable, and as Something that must
be effected sooner or later. Men who are
living in contact one with another daily,
whose countries adjoin, whose industries,
manufactures, and so on are about the
same age and have been built up on
somewhat similar lines, colonies each of
which has a large population vieing one
with another at the present time, perhaps,
in maintaining trade values-it seems to
me but reasonable that people so circum-
straced, and countries so situated, should
federate. A person can go from Adelaide
to Sydney, the seat of Government, in
three days, or perhaps less.

A MEMBER: A dayand ahalf.
HoN. S. BURT: I am told that it

only takes a day and a hialf, and it is
not to be wondered at that the time has
arrived when these people consider it
opportume for them to federate. But I
am not surprised to learn-and I do not
think anyone will gainsay this- -the people
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of the other colonies did not see what
Western Australia had to gain by federa-
tion, and some of the best men in the
other colonies would be surprised to find
Western Australia fall into line with
those colonies. Each of the Eastern
colonies thinks it has something to gain
from the other. I need not go into
details, but take Queensland, the most
northern country of all. We know
exactly what that colony hopes for, and
what the public men of New South Wales
have said with regard to the markets of
Australia. We know what Victoria and
South Australia, hope for: they are all
actuated, not by love and brotherhood,
and sentiment of that sort, but by the
feeling that each has something to gain
one from the other. And they all, when
they turn to us, admit Western Aus-
tralia must lose.. Why should we lose ?
It is impossible to entertain seriously a
proposal that the Government of this
country shall be handed over to people
living so far away from us, and with
whom there is no communication what-
ever except by sea. Western Australia
is too far away for federation. Some-
thing has been said in regard to mutual
defence, and the Bill contains a magnifi-
cent clause providing that the Common-
wealth shall protect every State against
invasion, and against "domestic violence."
But how is that applicable to this colony V
It could be made applicable td Queens-
land, New South Wales, and Victoria, or
South Australia and Tasmania. "Domes-
tic violence!" We are threatened, say,
with a riot at Donnybrook. Under
federation, we cannot keep any soldiery
here, and we must send a Commonwealth
telegram to Sydney requesting a file of
military, or some body of that sort, to be
sent here to assist the3 local Government
against " domestic violence " threatened
at Donnybrook. It will be seen that
clause is applicable to every State except
Western Australia. I am sure Australia
must be laughing up her sleeve, if she
thinks Western Australia is going to join
this federation, and band over her young
immature market to the Eastern colonies.
The other colonies do not expect it. It is
contended we are going to make trade
free; but how long ago is it since Victoria
became possessed of the idea that it was
such a grand thing to have f ree-trade ?

I do not know; but that is Victoria's
sudden conversion.

MR. ILLINOWORTH: Victoria goes in
for universal protection.

RON. S. BURT: Victoria wants to
make trade free between the colonies,
with protection against the world. What
is there magnificent in that proposal ?
The poor old mother country, which we
pretend to love, and whom we help when
it flatters our vanity to do so-

A MEMBER: When she does not want
our help.

HoN. S. BURT: And when the old
country does not want ou- help-that
same old mother country, when it coi~es
to a question of a little trade which she
does want, we will not give it to her.
That is the basis on which the Australian
nation is going to be formed--fi-ee-trade
amongst ourselves, and nothing like free-
trade with the world, or with the old
mother country we al love so much.

MR. ILLINGOOTH: The mother coun-
try is very anxious that we should
federate, you knowv.

RON. S. BURT: I amu not going to
answer for the people in the mother
country. What is proposed is that the
Commnonwealthi shall tax everything that
comes from foreign parts, but that we
shall trade freely amongst ourselves.
The result will be that whereas now we
can raise a little revenue by taxing those
things we can produce in this country,
we must let all that revenue go, and in
the future tax things we cannot produce
here. If free-trade all over the world
were proposed for Australia, I should be
better pleased; but to tell me there is
merit in any such suggestion as free-
trade between the Australian colonies,
with protection against the world, is
asking me to see merit where there is
none. I do not wish to delay the House
in saying much on this question. I take
a broad view of the matter, and contend
that we are too far away from the rest of
Australia to federate at all. It has been
pointed out over and over again that the
interests of this colony in trade and
manufacture would be very seriously
affected under federation. I say nothing
on that question, but it will be recollected
that I gave my voice for sending this Bill
to theoJoint Select Committee, with a
view of endeavouring to educate the
people, in the event of the Bill being

and Amendments.[ASSEMBLY.]
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submitted for their approval or dis-
approval. I felt at the time that very
little was known outside Parliament
in regard to this measure; and we are
all agreed that the people of. Western
Australia at the present time are far
better able to give ain intelligent opinion
on this matter than they were when the
Bill was first introduced, so that nothing
but good has come of the appointment of
thle Joint Select Committee. If it were
arranged to bring this colony into line
with the other colonies by the construc-
tion of an intercolonial railway, I should
be prepared, for the sake of unanimity in
Australia, and to avoid one colony stand-
ing out, to run the risk of federation.
There is no doubt, as the member for
North -East Coolgardie (Mr. Vosper)
said when he was speaking on the matter
last August, that this is a gigantic
experiment; and if we could only bring
ourselves to think that all the matters
mentioned in Clauses 71 and 69 of the
Bill, dealing with posts and telegraphs,
telephones, naval and military defences,
and so on, will be controlled in Sydney
and not in Western Australia, we would'-
see we are banding over the govern-
ment of this country to those who are
not in touch with us. It is quite another
thing for South Australians to say,
"We know the public men of New

South Wales and they know uis; we
can get backwards and forwards to
Sydney in a day and a half; we all
know each other now, and have known
each other for years; our boundaries
touch; we are virtually, and always have
been, one country." A South Australian
will not be in any way astonished or sur-
prised to think that in the future those
who govern South Australia will sit in
Parliament in Sydney; but it is quite a
different matter when a Western Aus-
tralian begins to consider such a subject
as this. I say, therefore, that unless we
have ionie communication by rail with
the other colonies, it is utterly beside the
question to ask, Western Australia to
federate. The Select Committee no doubt
removed very much opposition to the Bill
by the four amendments which they
recommend should be inserted in the Bill
as a condition of Western Australia join-
ing the federation. The four amend-
ments are well known, dealing with the
intercolonial railway, customs duties for

five years, the Inter-State Commission,
and the question of electing the senators
in electorates instead of by the colony as
one electorate. No doubt these are
matters of importance, but I am. very
much surprised to find it said that these
amendments will not be accepted. I say
that if the amendment in regard to the
railway be accepted, I shall be prepared
myself to take the risk of the rest of the
Bill; but until we are in communication
with the rest of the colonies, it does seem
to me utterly ridiculous to ask Western
Australia to join the. federation. The
member for Albany (Mr. Leake), who as
the leader of the Opposition, said in the
speech he made shortly after time report
of the Select Committee camne before the
House, that it would be better to join
federation at once as an original State,
than to ask the Federal Parliament
to pats these amendments. I do
not think the member for Albany is
quite sure that the Federal Parliament
will pass these amendments, which he
does not seem to object to. I rather
think hie fears the Federal Parliament,
because he said he particularly wished
Western Australia to join as ani original
State, for if we applied to be admitted
subsequently, new terms might be im-
posed; therefore the hon. member does
not trust the Federal Parliament to let
us in on such terms as we could get now.
Why should the lion, member belittle the
fears we have on this side of the House,
that if we do join as an original State,
we shall none the more be able to carry
those amendments which we deem
essential for this colony? Surelyhe can
excuse our being caref uL also in regard
to the Federal Parliament, and judge we
are right in asking that these amend-
ments shall be put into the Bill before
we become an original State. I under-
stand we are told by those who lead this
movement in the other colonies that these
amendments cannot be conceded for a
moment. Very well; then it is plain to
me the other colonies are only after the
exploitation of this market. That is all
they care about. They care nothing for
the interests of Western Australia. If
they cannot see the importance of linking
Western Australia with the rest of the
colonies, I cannot help thinking we shall
fail to induce them to do us any justice
whatever, if we join as an original State.
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The Federal Enabling Act, 60 Victoria,
32, providing for the election of delegates
to the Convention, now a. thing of the
past, also provides that when the draft
Constitution has been- finally adopted by
the Convention it shall come before this
House. Of course we have not a draft
constitution that has been approved by
the Convention. We have before us a
Constitution which the Convention did
not agree upon. In the shape in which
it comes before its, it was agreed upon by
the Premiers of the different colonies.
We as a House had nothing to do with
the action of our own Premier at the
Premiers' Conference. The Act passed
in I think 1897, provided that the
draft Constitution Bill when adopted
by the Convention should be discussed.
We have given up thatt point, we
have submjitted, by discussing this Con-
stitution so far as it was approved by
the Convention, and by discussing the
Bill with the alterations made by the
Premiers; but-the Bill was to be sub-
mitted to the decision of the electors, if
.approved by Parliament. I remember
quite well the first Convention. I think it
was inaugurated in 1891, and held in
Sydney, and we sent delegates from this
colony with a view of joining in the dis-
cussion of a draft Constitution for Aus-
tralia. I remember well it was thought
by, I believe, nearly every member of
Parliament at that date, that it would
never suit Western Australia to federate
at all, but as the other colonies of Aus-
tralia were about to engage in forming a
Constitution, it would be a wise step on
our part to be present at the Convention
and try and make the Constitution as
fairly suitable to our requirements as
possible, so that in the event of our

joining later we would know exactly
what we were doing. As has been
pointed out in this House, and outside it,
often, it did not follow because we were
going to Sydney in 1891 we were binding
ourselves to federation in any sense, for
whatever was done had to come back to
this colony before Parliament and be
amended. I think that step was taken in
1897, and opportunity was taken under
clause 23 of suggesting very many, amiend-
inents. And what becamie of those
amendments? The other colonies did not
adopt them, I do not think they adopted
one of them. They took no heed of our

remonstrances or suggestions in any way.
Our suggestions were not listened to,
and our remonstrances went by the
board.

Mn. VospEn: They were scarcely advo-
cated eveit.

HON. S. BURT: I do not think they
were. If members will look through the
debate upon that Bill, they will see a great
many points of considerable importance
which will interest them now. After that
it was again said that although the Bill
might be passed and our amendments
rejected, we were not then bound by the
Bill. Section 28 said that if approved by
Parliament the Bill should be submitted
to thle people. I believe this is Parlia-
nment, and this is the Bill, and I believe I
am one of the members of Parliament,
and if 'I do not approve I ami going to
say so. I am not "for Ion" "-I will not
say the member for North-East Cool-
gardie (Mr. Vosper), for I think it would
be the last thing he would do, but some-
body has killed me ats a member of this
House. Still, as long as I am a member
of it and represent the Ashburton, sand this

*Bill has to be submitted to Parliament, I
am going to say whether I approve of it
or whether I do not. I say I do not
approve of it, because it appears we do
not even get put into communication with
the rest of our friends. They want to
keep us apart for ever, and will not allow
this great country to be connected with
the federal capital by railway. The
hon. member for Albany (Mr. Leaks)
read uts telegrams from all the leading
men, I think I may say, in Australia,
stating that such an amendment as this
would not be allowed for a moment. We
are not such fools as to enter federation
under such conditions. I think that when
addressing himself to this point the
member for Coolgardie (Mr. Morgans)
made some nice little verse about the cat
and the mouse. The bon. member was
perfectly right in his diagnosis oii that
occasion. The other colonies do not want
to listen to us in the way of connectingus
by rail, or in regard to any of these
amendments we suggest, They say,
" You come in. We cannot make any
amendments at all. All you have to do
is to come in and trust to us afterwards."
We say., "We are willing to risk this
great experiment; we are willig to forego
the bolstering Up Of our manufactures
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and our industries generally, which you
have been doing for half a century; we
will do all that; but connect us by a
railway. We do want to know you;
we do want to come to you; we do want
members of our Parliament to attend
the Federal Parliament." They say, " No;
stop away. You look very nice at a
distance. All we want is your market.
We do not care that you cannot come to
Sydney ; wve do not care that we cannot
mix one with another, as our own people
ix. Stop away. You area thousand miles

off." That is the main point Itake. It is
not right, but positively criminal, in my
opinion, for this country to give up its
Government as we are asked to do at the
present time. I fully believe that if we
stick to our guns and will not federate
until the Federal Parliament are em-
powered to authorise that railway, it will
soon be found that the other colonies will
give way; and, mind you, what we have
asked is not that the railway shall be
made, but simply that the Federal
Government shall take power Under the
Constitution to make it some dlay, if they
all agree to make it. That is far from
asking that it shall be done. It is far
from saying that the construction of this
railway is a sine qua non. That is what
I amn inclined to ask, but what the Comn-
mittee suggest is that the Federal Par-
liament should bo cempowered to authorise
the construction of the transcontinental
railway for the purpose of connection;
and when we are told that the other
colonies absolutely refuse to entertain
that proposal, I absolutely ref use to
entertain this Constitution, because I am
a member of Parliament, and I do not
approve, and therefore I shall vote " no."
As I do not approve, I shall try to stop
anyone else from approving. This ay
be an Unfortunate position. It may be
said that our constituents have not had
the question before them, and have not
elected us upon it. That would. be a
very good argument for having a general
election upon the point, and letting us
come back. Parliament, at any rate, has*
provided absolutely that this question
shall not be submitted unless approved
by Parliament, and standing here as a
member of Parliament, and not approv-
ig, I shall vote that this question be not
sent-either one Bill or the other.

MR. ILLINGWORTH: Quite consistent.

MR. CONNOR (East Kfimberley): I
wish to move the adjournment of the
debate.

SEVERAL MEMBERS: No.
MR. OONNOR: A question such as

this should be thoroughly discussed, and
several members, myself included, have
not yet spoken. I beg to move the
adjournment of the debate.

Mlotion put, aud a division taken with
the following result:

Ayes ... ... ... 18
Noes ... ... ... 11

Majority against ..
Argo.

H.n. S. Bort
Mr.' Connor
Sir John Forrest
Mr. A. Forret
Mr. Harper
Mr. Hablble
Mr. Lefroy
Mr: Locke
Mr. Monger
Mc. Mocorhead
Mr. Morgans
Mr. Pemiefatlior
Mr. Piesse
Mr. Rlasen
Mr. Throssell
Ron. H. W. Vern
Mr. wood
Mr. QuiLIOm (T,11.,).

7
Nos.

Nr. Ewing
Mr. George
Mr. Holmes
Mr. nlingworth
Mr. Kingemill
Mr. Laka
Mc. Robsou
Mr. Solomon
Mr. Wallace
Mr. Wilson
M. James (Tller).

Motion thus passed, and the debate
adjourned.

MR. LEAKE: Is there any chance of
fixing a date for this divisionP

THE PREMIER: We can finish the
debate to-morrow.

MR. A. FORREST: Tuesday was the
night agreed upon for the conclusion.

Mu. KINOSMILL: Yes; it was intended
to finish to-night.

ANNUAL ESTTMATES.
IN COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY.

Consideration resumned from 24th Oc-
tober, at page 21.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT (Right Hon.
Sir John Forrest).

Vote, reasury: £8,196 lls. 9d.:
MR. TjEAKE: Would there he an

opportunity for general remarks on this
voteP

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes; but not on any
other.

MR. LEAKE: Would the Treasurer
furnish any information with regard to
the recent flotation of one million pounds'
worth of Treasury bills in London?

THE PREmiER : Such information
would be given on the Loan Estimates.

Colmnonwealth.BiU. [7 NovEmBER, 1899.)
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MR, GEORGE: While the officers of
certain departments, including the Trea-
sury, had in this and previous years
received increases of salary, those of
other departmnents had received no
bicreases. The Committee should seize
this opportunity of saying whether there
should not be seine *general system
regulating increases. In the Lands
Department there were few increases, if
any, while in other branches there were
quite a number. This was hardly con-
ducive to loyalty or to a healthy feeling
in the service. Why had. the treasury
Department been singled out f9r large
increasesP This exceptional treatment
was practically a vote of censure, not only
on the officers in the departments where
no increases had been granted, but also
on the heads of such departments.

Taug PREMIER: To -what depart-
ments did the hon. member referP He
(the Premier) had already explained the
procedure followed. The increases were
small. The rule was adopted that all
salaries below £2200 a year should receive
an annual increment of £10, and every
salary in respect of which the increase
was more than £10 should be the subject
of a special recommendation by the head
of the department. Hon. members would
notice that all throughi the Estimates £10
increases had been given, totalling a con-
siderable sum, Such salaries were very
small, and it was difficult for their
recipients to live on them. Increases in
salaries higher than £200 had all been
the subject of special recommendations,
which had been carefully considered.
Possibly later on be might make soe
further recommendations in regard to a
few salaries. Every recommendation
made bad been considered by him,
though this had to be done hurriedly in
order to get the Estimates on the table,
the preparation and presentation of the
Estimates having been effected later this
year than on any previous occasion. If
the hon. member would mention any
specific item, more explicit information
would be given.

Mn. GEORGE: While not objecting
to increasing the salary of a deserving
officer, the same rule should extend
throughout the various departments. If
that were the Premier's intention, the
explanation was satisfactory; if not, he
(Mr. George) would dispute even the £10

advances granted to men with small
saaies.

THE PREMIER said that, so far as he
knew, the £ 10 increases had been general.

MR, GEORGE:. But some salaries
over £200 had been increased, while
others had not.

THE PansiER : Such increases had
been specially recommended.

Mn. SOLOMON: Had the officers
connected with the asylum at Fremnantle
received the £1 0 increases promised some
time ago?

THEi PREMIER:- Only those recom-
mended by heads of departments had
received increases.

Mn. VOSPER: A man deserved a
good salary for living in a dreary den
like, that asylum.

Vote put and passed.
London Agency, £24,995:-
Item, lecturer:
Mn. GEORGE: Who was this officer?
THE PREMIER: A Mr. Scammell had

been appointed by the Agent General to
lecture in various English towns, to
exhibit views of the colony, and generally
to draw attention to our industries and
resources. The Agent General had recomn-
mended the appointment by telegramn, and
had assured him that the enterprise would
be productive of good, and no doubt some
good had been done, for many lectures
had been delivered throughout England.

MR. VosPEa: Such a lecturer must he
rather a nisi prims advocate.

Ili. MONGER: Was it intended that
this item should be continued?

THIS PREMIER: The amount was
for the six months of the present year.

MR. GEORGE: Did the Premier wish
the Dlouse to believe that Mr. Scaminell
could carry weight with any audience
except an audience of idiots?

THz PREMIER:- Mr. Scammell was
Secretary to the Chamber of Mines, and
he was sent bhorne from Coolgardie in
reference to the Exhibition.

Mn. GEORGE: A miore flagrant waste
of money could not be imagined. This
gentleman had no presence, lie had no
flow of language, and no knowledge of
this colony; and if the Agent General
was so blind as to advise the Premier to
spend this money, then the Agent General
ought to be asked to explain his conduct.
He (Mr. George) was not surprised that
immigration to this colony had fallen off

(ASSEMBLY] Treasury Votes.
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since the employment of Mr. Scanunell
as lecturer. Ho moved that the item be
struck out.

Amendment put and negatived; other
items agreed to, and the vote passed.

Customs, .£30,950:
Item, Inspector of Explosives:
MR. A. FORREST: Was it intended

to continue building magaziues at Owen's
Anchorage? At the present time land
was being laid out for further buildings,
and after the expressed wish of the
House, and the attention of the Govern-
ment having been drawn to this -matter,
the erection of further buildings should
not be continued. If it was intended
that further magazines should be erected,
then the Government had better mnove
the jetty further down the coast.

Ma. SOLOMON: This matter was
brought up some time ago, and it was
understood then that no further buildings
should be erected, but that as soon
as possible the magazines should be
removed.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS: A few days ago the member for
West Kimberley (Mr. A. Forrest) drew
his attention to this matter, and stated
that a survey was being made in connec-
tion with additions to the magazines. It
was news to him (the Commissioner),
and he was having inquiries made. At
the same time, definite instructions had
been given for no additions to be made
to the magazines, and instructions had
also been issued to search for a site so
that the magazines could be removed to
a suitable spot.
* MR. GEORGE: Why was the salary

of the inspector of explosives raised from
£8350 to £400 ?

THE PREMIER: This officer had been
recommended for an increase several
times. His duties were very imnportant
and dangerous, and he ha~d a great
responsibility in looking after the maga-
zines. The officer was also analyst to the
Government. TePeirrcg

MR. GEORGE:TePeirecg
nised that if an officer occupied a danger-
ous position he should be well paid, but
that seemed to be only a matter of degree,
because- one noticed that assistant in-
spectors only received an incr-ease of £10
a year, whereas the inspector received an
increase of £50.

Item passed; other items agreed to,
and the vote passed.

Harbour and Light, £15,833:
MR. GEORGE: Why was the inspec-

tor of boilers placed under the Harbour
Department ? The officer should be
placed under the Inspection of Boilers
Act.

THE PREMIER: This officer was an
inspector of marine boilers.

Vote put and passed.
Government Stores, £05,510:
Item, Government Storekeeper:
MR. GEORGE: There was no more

important officer in the service than the
Government Storekeeper, who had to
deal with thousands of pounds' worth of
goods. There was a great deal more
under his control now than previously,
and not only had be to deal with indents,
but lie had to see to the proper housing
and attention of the stor-es. There should
have been an increase in this officer's
salary.

THE PREMIER: No recommendation
had been received in regard to the Gov-
ernment Storekeeper, and he thought the
officer was fairly well paid. However,
the officer did his work satisfactorily.

Item passed.
Item, Storekeeper, Fremantle Prison:
MR. SOLOMON: Why was this

officer only paid £25, when the Storemnan,
who received £160 last year, received an
increase of £10?P

Tan PREMIER: The Store clerk
must hold another position.

Item passed.
Ma. LEAEE: Had the Government

Storekeeper the control of the half million
pounds' worth of rail material?

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS: All the railway material was
under the officer's control, but the value
of it was only £230,000 now.

MR. LEAKE: The railway material
he referred to was that which wvas treated
as cash.

THE PREMIER: The Storekeeper had
the custody of the material.

MR. LEAKE: Was there any idea of
altering or modifying the practice?

THE PREMIER: The £25 a year
referred to was paid to the prison official,
but that was not the whole salary he
received. As to the remarks of the mem-
ber for Albany (Mr. Leake), it was not
intended at present to alter a system which

Amual Estimates; [7 NOVEMBER, 1899.]
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did not seem to require altering. The
system was in force in South Australia,
where it had been recommended by a
Royal Commission; and, strange to say, it
was a system adopted by every mining
company in this colony. Wbatever hon.
members might think about it, the system
was quite a proper one; and he did not
see how the business of the country could
be carried on without it, unless every
department was allowed to have the
custody of the material indented, as soon
as it arrived in the colony. There was
only one way the system might be

improved on, if thought desirable, and
that was by having a large vote of
perhaps half a million out of which
to pay the accounts; but he did not
see that this would be an advan-
tage. The goods had been paid for in
cash, and whether the amount was
advanced from loan or from the general
cash account, he did not see that it
mattered. There were, of course, dis-
advantages in every system, and it might
be that great care was necessary to pre-
vent a lot of stock getting on hand which
might not be required after having been
ordered. That no doubt would happen,
and at the present time a complete stock.
taking was in progress in order to see how
the department stood. There was no
doubt there would be some discrepancies
found, and he could hardly hope there
would not be, though no return had been
made as yet. Persons who argued against
the system had not look-ed into the matter
sufficiently, because the system was
simple, if administered properly. If a
lot of stores were ordered that were
not wanted, that was the fault of the
administration, and not of the system,
and in the last year or two great care bad
been taken not to order more than was
really required. No doubt there had
been cases where stores had been ordered,
and afterwards found unnecessary, but
such things were not happening uow,
and were not likely to happen in the
future.

Vote put and passed.
Literary, Scientific, and Agricultural

grants, etc., £13,800-passed.
Pensions, £6,352:
MR. GEORGE: Following an annual

custom, he desired from the Premier
some definite information as to how many
more recipients were likely to come on

the pension list, the amount of which had
grown from about £23,600 to £6,800, and
threatened to become a charge which the
country could scarcely stand ? Were all
civil servants entitled to pensions at
certain periods of their lives ?

THE PREMIER: Pensions were paid
under the Superannuation Act.

MR. G EORGE: To every civil servant?
THE PREMIER: To every civil servant

occupying a permanent position iii the
service.

MRt. GEORGE: A nice lump the Pre-
mier was preparing for at future Treasurer
to Pay.,

THE PREMIER: Civil servants did not
all come on the list at once.

MR. GEORGE: But civil servants
were coming on very nicely, to the tune
of about £93,000 in three years. The
civil service ought to be placed on a
proper financial basis, and if the Premier
had been in earnest, the Civil Service
Bill would have been passed. Perpetual
pensions had created no end of trouble in
Great Britain, and were creating trouble
there now. The vote could not be re-
duced, but he intended to protest against
these pensions as strongly as lie could.
He saw no reason why a person in the
public service should receive a pension
any more than a person employed by a
private firm. No more loyalty was shown
by civil servants than by persons in
private employment; indeed, during the
last week, hon. members had-been told of
absolute disloyalty in sonie of the depart-
ments. The Government ought to pay
civil servants sufficient salaries, and do
away with pensions.

THE PREMIER: The Government were
only carrying out the law.

MR. GEORGE: But the Premier made
the law.

THE PREMIER: No.
MR. GEORGE: That was nonsense;

because the Premer had been in power
for the last 10 years, and could pass any
law he liked.

THE PREMIER: Pensions were a pro-
vision he approved of.

Mt. GEORGE: Pensions were awrong
thing entirely.

THE PREMIER: Government officials
were subject to a, great number clf restric-
tions.

MRt. GEORGE: A number of profes-
Isional men could not gain a living because
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they were interfered with by G-overnmnent
servants.

Item, Colonel E. J. Haynes, Blaster,
High School, Perth, £,100:

MR. QUINLAN desired to enter his
protest against the payment of this annual
sum to Colonel Hlaynes, a wealthy man
worth about .£10,000 at the present time .
Why should a pension of this kind be
paid to a person who had not been
a Government servant, beyond being
assistautmaster of thefHigh School? The
item was wilful, wanton extravagance.
Personally, Colonel Hlaynes was deserving
of the highest admiration as anl excellent
colonist and good citizen. He (Mr.
Quinlan) nioved that the item be struck
out, simply as a protest against unneces-
sary extravagance.

THrE PREMIER: Last year this matter
came under the notice of the Government,
when the services Colonel Haynes bad
rendered to the State were pointed out.
The member for the A shburton (Ron. S.
Brt) and the member for East Perth
(Mr. James) both spoke in favour of this
payment to Colonel Haynes, who, it was
stated, bad been dispossessed of his school
in consequence of the High School being
started, and it was understood he should
have some consideration?

MR. GEORGE: Who gave the under-
standing ?

Tns PREMIER: Colonel Haynes was
never in the civil service, though what
salary he received as master of the High
School probably came out of the vote of
£C500. The Government did not feel
justified in recognising any claim of
Colonel Haynes, who was superannuated
by the High School authorities; hut there
was a general expression of opinion in the
House that he was entitled to some con-
sideration, and that something he (the
Premier) thought was represented by
£100 a year.

Mr. VosFEE: When was the question
raised in the House ?

THE PREMIER: Last session, and
the member for East Perth had some-
thing to say about it.

MR. GEORGE: The member for East
Perth had also something to say about a
widow on the pension list who, as hon.
members were told next day, was worth
some £013,000.

THE PREMIER: That circumstance
was not known to him.

How. S. BURT: Last sjession this
matter was brought forward by him, and
the Premier promised to consider it
favourably and put something on the
Estimates. Subsequently the Pr-emier
said lie did not wish to disturb the Esti-
mates for the year and that hie would do
something during the recess. Nothing
was done during the recess, and an amount
was put on the present Estimates. When
the High School was established, Colonel
Haynes was conducting a school in Perth
which was in every way successful. He
had taken uip the old Bishop's school,
and had some 30 or 40 scholars. The
school promised to interfere with the pro-
posed High School, whereupon the gov-
ernors of the High School approached 51r.
Haynes, one of them being the Attorney
General and another the Colonial Treas-
urer of that date, and gave him ai pro-
mise that if he abandoned his school
-and threw it into the High School, he
would heireafter be looked upon as entitled
to compensation in the same way as any
other civil servant. The High School
was really under the Government as
much as any other school. About last
year or the year before, it was thought
that it would be more in the interest of
the school to supply Colonel Haynes's
place by some fresh blood from England,
than to continue his services, and he
resigned, thereupon bringing the claim
which had arisen for compensation for the
abolition of his office. Colonel Haynes was
in every way fitted for the duties he dis-
charged for a great number of years, and
there was no objection whatever in regard
to the manner in which he performed

Ithem. The Premier saw the force of the
case made out last session. Recognising
that this gentleman threw uip his school
to oblige the Government on the distinct
promises made to him, it was felt that it
would not be at all fairin, now that the time
had arrived to consider his position under
those promises, to say that he dlid not
belong to the Government service.

Mn. GEORGE:; Were theme any more of
Isuch cases?

HOs. S. BURT: No more.
SIR. QUINLAN: If Colonel Haynes

was entitled to recognition, let his circuml-
stances be considered, and the comnpenisa-
tion be different from a pension of
£100 a year, because hie might probably
live for 30 years. There was a case
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in which an old servant died in harness
after being in the Government service for
forty-two years. He started at £6 a
month, and at the time of his death his
salary was £325. His estate was valued
at £6,000, and that was given as a reason
which did not wavrant any provision being
made. 'That being so, he (Mr. Quinlan)
submitted that the proposal in this
instance was not justifiable.

MR. LEAKE:; In his opinion this was
a case rather for a bonus, if anything.

MRt. QUINLAN: Yes.
MR. JAMES: If they capitalised £100

for 30 years, that would give the suIT.
Ma. QUINLAN: Let Colonel Havnes

receive £2500, if the House wanted
recognition to be given.

MR GEORGE: flow far this principle
was going, he did not know.

Amendment. put and negatived.
Item ])assed; other items agreed to,

and the vote passed.
Refunds, £3,000-passed.
Aborigines, £5,000:
MR. KINOSMILiL: What was being

done, and what was proposed to be done
with regard to the aboriginesF As far
as he could learn, very little was being
done for their welfare.

THE PREMIER: Last year £10,800
was spent, but there were, hep believed, a
good miany debts outstanding, which per-
haps made the expenditure higher than it
otherwise would have been. Not very
much bad been done except in regard to
feeding thosewho werehungry and looking
after the sick. There was a great diffi-
culty in knowing what toedo in regard to
these people. The aborigines did not like
leaving their own run of the district and
it was impossible to bring them to any
central place. He looked forward to
doing something in the way of looking
after the youngsters, and that had been
done to some extent already by the
various institutions. No doulbt the
aborigines had got into very pauperised
habits in recent years. and it was a great
tax upon the country even to provide
food for those who wanted it. A few
years ago it was almost an unheard-of
thing for a native to require to be
fed, because they generally found their
own living and worked for settlers,
but now in the settled parts of the
country they would not do any work.
One very seldom saw an aborigine doing

anything, and lie got his food from
the department. The Government tried
to stop that as far as they could, but the
fact that £10,800 was spent last year on
very little more than feeding the hungry
and looking after the sick showed there
were a good many indigenous persons
among the aborigines. The Government
were looking into the matter to see if they
could not devise some scheme by which
they could assist these people. He
thought they were looked after fairly well
now. A list of the natives in the different
parts was kept, showing those who
received relief and those who did not, and
there was an. inspector travelling through
the country, reporting upon the state of
the natives. He (the Premier) thought
we would do some good in a year or two.
Of course, in taking over the administra-
tion of these aborigines over an immense
area, it was not easy to do much all at
once.

MR. KINGSMILL: Would it not
be well to appoint inspectors for the
various districts, to examine more especi-
ally into the cases of indentures and
assignments, to see that the documents
were properly signed, and the parties
conformed to the contracts. He thought
a. good deal might be done in that
direction if it would not be too expensive,
and even if it were expensive the money
might very well be spent in that direction.

THE PREMIER: Justices of the peace
were supposed to look after the natives,
as were also all mnedical officers and the
police.

MR. M[TCHELL: Justices of the peace
had no power to do anything with them.

THE PREMIER: They had great
power, if they chose to exercise it. In
regard to indenturing the natives, he did
not think there were any abuses worth
talking about.

MR. KINqoSILL: What lhe referred to
was the assignment, the native agreement,
as they called it.

THE PREMIER: For a year?
MR. KINGsnILL: Yes.
THE PREMIER: That was, he

thought, getting into disuse to a much
larger extent than fonnerly. The
natives dlid not go long distances from
their own home, but usually worked
for the squatters who had taken up
the country they belonged to. Very

.fwcomplaints had come to him with
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regard to the system of agreements.
Such agreements had to be signed before
a justice, and were only for 12 months;
and for a long time he had received no
complaints in regard to the system, except
one here and there. The system worked
fairly well; and if there were no agree-
ment with a native, some other settler
would entice him away. The natives,
who were becoming more civilised, could
now better understand the nature of the
agreements,and knew that they must abide
by the terms.

MR. MITCHEL Frequently he was
asked by a native, "1When is my time
up ?" Such a question could not always
be answered, as many of the origin al
agreements had been lost. Every agree-
ment should be registered at a police
court, so as to be available on search being
made.

MR. MOORHEAD: Being an ex-mem-
her of the Aborigines Board, he knew
that the board did not approve of the
indenture system, which, in their opinion,
was to a great extent a perfect farce, the
natives in almost every instance knowing
little about the terms or nature of the
agreements. According to the report of
the Under- Secretary for Mines, the warden
at Kimberley, who in a neighbourhood
comparatively thickly populated, had
ample opportunity of judging of the
nature of these contracts, had distinctly
pronounced against the indenture system.
From certain recent articles -in Perth
newspapers, one would conclude that
natives frequently violated such contracts,
and were, when brought back, treated
with extreme harshiness. The Aborigines
Act provided that the police, amongst
other persons, were the~protectors of the
natives. In a recent case on the Mur-
chison, a constable bad had occasion to
reprimand the magistrate for dealing
harshly with a native who had violated
one of these contracts, and the inquiry
which ensued resulted in the policeman's
suspension, the effect in that district being
that the police no longer took any interest
in discharging such duties.

THE Pnsnsrnn: That was a solitary
instance.

MR. MOORHEAD): The Premier, who
took more interest in this question than
any other man in the colony, might look
into the system of allowances made by
the Government to squatters for the

support of old and infirm natives, which
had led to grave abuses, inasmuch as
station-owners had the advantage of the
work of natives as employees, while at the
same time they could debit the Govern-
ment with (3d. per bead per day for those
natives' support. No doubt the natives
in the Southern and Eastern districts
were being satisfactorily looked after,
and most of the reports of cruelty to
aborigines by squatters were greatly
exaggerated .The A borigines Board had
come to the conclusion that in most
instances station-owners, gold-miners, andl
other whites treated the natives with
great forbearance.

TnE PREMIER: To a large extent he
agreed with the last speaker. It would'
not do to encourage the aborigines in
idleness,; for if they once understood
they could get food without working, they
would become a source of danger to the
settlers. A stalwart, able-bodied native
must be made to work, else he took to
sheep-stealing and became a nuisance to
the whole couintry side. No doubt the
hon. member (Mr. Moorhead) had had
experience of long accounts sent in by
settlers for the support of sick and inform
natives, and it was not creditable to
settlers that, after having had natives in
their service for years, they should charge
the Government for the support of
such people. However, some settlers
answered that complaint by saying
that they were not the people to whom
such aborigines as they supported had
rendered service, and that they could not
afford to keep many old natives, being
perhiaps themselves in einbarrassedcircum-
stances. To this rule of charging the Gov-
erment with such expenditure there were.
honourable exceptions. In all stations
in which he (the Premier) was interested
he had impressed upon his partners that
any accounts sent in for such services
would be consigned to the waste-paper
basket. It was difficult to diminish this
expenditure, because some settlers said
that food, eteetra, if not paid for by the
Government, would not be given; and
thus the natives would suffer. Owing to
the immense territory to be looked after,
the whole question was surrounded with
difficulties, but encouraging progress bad
been made in putting the matter on a
more satisfactory basis.
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MR. LEAK E: Had the secretary yet
succeeded in designing a distinguishing
mark for the aborigines' blankets ?

Tan PREsInu: No doubithelhadl.
MR. KINGSM1HLL deprecated the

exaggeration by a section of the Press
with regard to the treatment L~v settlers
in the North of natives under' contract.
In all ne w countries the ill-treatinent of
aborigines had been exaggerated, and the
contract system here, though condemnned
by the Aborigines Board, was valuable,
because it relieved the Government of
immense responsibility and expense.
Without that system natives must be
deported to reservations; for if left to
roami the country, their native food being
destroyed by squatters, they must live by'
killing stock-. The contract system was an
easy solution of the difficulty. The
Premaier should consider the advisableness
of appointing district inspectors to see
that thietermis of contracts were strictly
enforced. Inquiry would reveal many
breaches of contract.

HoN. S. BURT: Evidently the last
speaker was referring to experiences
gleaned principally onl goldfields and
about the townis.

MR. KIxoannI: No.
HON. S. BURT: Hardly any fault

could he found with the indenture'systeml
on stations. Every station was supposed
to keep, and did keep, its own natives;
and contracts were signed to prevent
strangers f roni enticing the natives away.
Iu the absence of a, contract a, stranger
could, and did f requenitly, induce at native
to leave his station, it might be only for
a week's work. He bad known many
instances where teamsters or gold pros-
fiectors had taken away a native for a
week, and bad then hunted hill] off,
leaving him inl a strange country* to find
his way 1)ack to his old master as best he
could; whereas had that native been
indentured, hie could have been recovered
by the police.

MD. ELNOSMILL said lie had been
defending the contract s 'ystem.

HoN. S. BURT said he lad thoughit
the lion. member had been condening,
it. As to sending inspectors to find out
whether contracts were kept, contracts
must be kept, and were never broken by
the Master. for there was no inducement
to do so, the master being bound to feed

the native, and naturally expecting work
in exchange. Inspectors, unless they
were discreet, would sow much discord in
the mninds of the aborig-ines, who would
be led to makle serious complaints against
settlers. The dangerous feature of this
matter was that this year there was a
vote for £6,000- -
1 Tim FannER: £910,000.

HoN. S. HURT: If the system of
Government aid were carried oat all over
the colony, more than £20,0001 would be
required. In many instances no charges
for such services wecre made by settlers,
and the fact that some settlers did never-
theless charge tile Government, caused
considerable discontent. A station-holder
who sent in no account to the authorities
did not like to know thall the natives onl
the adjoining station were kept by the
Government. On one station ill which
he was interested he saw 12 or 18 old
aborigines of b)oth sexes kept out of
chiarity, some of whom could hardly
move, and who had their food brought
to them by other natives. When one
settler received payment for keeping
the natives, other settlers thought they
should be paid also, and this year
the Premier would find that many
demands, which had not been muade pre-
viously, would be made. If natives
became old and infirm, their old em-
plovers shoud keep them for the
remainder of their days. The mistake
was made. in time firsC instancve byv the
Aborigines Board coninfencing the sys-
ternl.

MR. WALLACE :There were several
large areas reserved for aborigines which
might be let, and a revenue obtained
theref rom.

TanE PREMIER: This has been done
to somne extent, but some areas would not
let at aill.

Vote put and passed.
Mfiscellaneous, £85,195
item, Proportion of the Subsidy for

New Guinea Commissionership:
MR. GEOPGE: No contribution was

wadoe last year; why had the amount to
be paid this year,

Tu'E PREMIER: Two years' contri-
butions were paid together.

Item passed.
Itemn, Incidental expenses, £C8,000:
MR. KINGSMILA What did this

item cover?
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THE PREMIER: All sorts of items
for which no amount had been passed by
the House.

MR. LEAKE: In every department
there was % big vote for incidental
expenses: altogether the amount must
come toEW4,000 or £50,000. He found:
incidental expenses Lands and Surveys,
£4,600; Minister of Mines, incidental
expenses, £4,000; Geological Survey De-
partment, incidental expenses; and the
items went right through the Estimates.
He moved that the item be reduced by
ze4,000.

THE PREMIER; This was the usual
votfe. It was a regular "ominu ga-
theruna." Every vote which was not
passed by the House and which came to
the Treasuryr was paid out of this amount.
If the sum was large, a new heading was
made. It had been customary for menm-
bers to call for a return as to ]bow this
money was spent, and the items were easily
supplied. He had no objection to a
return being made out, if required. It
was no good asking for the item to be
reduceed, becauise last year the amount was
overdrawn to the extent of £3,000, and
this year we would have to do our utmost
to keep the amnouJ t within X8,000.

MR. GEORGE: This was a kind of
Government petty cash account. There
was another item which appeared on the
Estimates frequently, foreign telegrams
and stationery; and the Committee must
not forget that two or three years
ago the item of foreign telegrams and
stationery was made to cover the pur-
chase of a theodolite and other things.
It was just as well to draw the attention
of hon. members to the fact, because
many of them had not been in the House
more than a couple of sessions. There
was not much use in pressing the pro-
posal for a reduction of the vote to a
division, but it was quite right that the
Rouse should be given some information,
especially when the Premier confessed lie
practically knew nothing about the matter.
The Premier bad expressed his willing-
ness to lay a return on the table, but if
that had to be done, the Estimates would
have to be put on one side for the time
being.

THE PREMIER: Did theAuditor General
not say anything about this matter ?

MR. GEORGE: No doubt the Auditor
General drew attention to it, but all the

Premier could do was to worry the
IAuditor General until he applied for a
pension, and no man would have more
earned his pension than the Auditor

IGeneral.
On motion by MR. LEAKE, progress

reported and leave given to sit again.

ADJOURNMENT.
On motion by the PREMIER, the House

at 10-42 adjourned until the next evening.

±gist (at fibe Ass5eInbLt,
Wednesday, 8t& November, 1899.

Paper proscistod-Land Act Amendment (private) Dill,
first readier, select committee city of Perth
Tramnoys Act Amnen'Inent BUi, fir-st reading -
Fisheries Bill, third reaing Municipaltt-
tlone HIi, order topsy

4 -Motion: Dra t Colmmon-
wvealth Bill, teeth (laY, (lelatec Fouciuded, Amend.
emot negaived (Diivision), motion. psted-Ad-
jotirument.

THEn SPEAKER. took the Chair at
7-30 o'clock, p.m.

PRAYERS.

PAPER PRESENTED.

By the PREMIER (for the Commissioner
of Railways): Report of Railway Depart-
ment, 1898-9.

Ordered to lie on the table.

LAND ACT] AAMNMENT (raivArn)

BILL.

Introduced by MR. JAMES, and read a
first time.

On motion by MR. JAMES, Bill referred
to a select committee, consisting of Mr.
Illingwortli. Mr. Rason, Mr. Robson, Mr.
Wood, and the mover; to report on the
next Monday.


